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O F - f f f lO i iL  'ACTrVTPT
: ; ; ! gHE STOPy OF BOM REACTION MSCHmSMSV-- v: ,
. % \ I ) «  - F *  Xetmg* V :
■ .'".Abatract of Thesis* - ■.
;-V; Ah account is given of the known stereochemical
effects of various types of reactions* .'
- : (♦)ywSi2l2i ^ ethvl ketone has been, prepared* Its
oxlae undergoes Beckmann Marrange&ent.to (»3seeto»y^  :
•hentvlaml&e with high retention of asymmetry*: This is
considered to afford prmi that the Beckmann change
is an intramolecular - process* It la shown that* in all
eases for which data exist**, an asymmetric migrating - . .
radical. #Cabe does not undergo a Walden invarsion*
whatever Its electronic mature* : ; ■-.-
Optically Active 'disubstituted acetic esters ere
readily racemlsed by sodium ethoxl&e*. it is submitted ..-.;
that this phenomenon demonstrates the existence of
an equilibrium _
€>
KR’CH.COOSt ♦ cut® ^  EE'67c3.02t + StCH 
thereby affording support for mechanisms for Clalsen1*
condensation of .the type proposed by Kef«
f**Hethyl^penten^s *el has been prepared and 
resolved Into its optical isomers* and is. proved to be 
Identical with m  alcohol previously described, in error 
as the bloomer (Duveen end JCemyem* d*0«$# 1P3&* H51)* 
Addition of bromine to this alcohol does mot* in contrast
y
to A~penten«y$«»ol (Kenyon and Partridge» lb* 1313). lead to
m  asymmetric synthesis* '• Asymmetric addition to a double 
bond is discussed in the light of %tm electronic thsory* 
The action of formic acid m  Its hydrogen ptiilmllo eatsr 
leads to' Addition of the elements of water to' the ■ 
ethylenle - bond* - The . true. ^methylfdS'peaten-^^ol has 
Ixrea, prepared* -Reduction. ©f aestiyi oxide yields.this 
aleohel;containing.a little ^ compound* believed to 
have, arisen from .an- .isomer* 0HtiC:ie*€IIs*0OlSt in ordinary 
mni%f% oiid#* .On eata’Xytte..dehydration, it. sometimes 
ataoraally gives ^ rhut&dleme* Its os tare with electron* 
attractive -acyl groups are unstable# The. ohesaieal property 
tee of :: th: f *, eowpomds . are. compared with those of other 
substituted- ally! alcohols*
• v^^Ootyl nitrite Interacts with $ll»jawiaita&ol to- - 
give j£i^~buiyl nitrite and j^~oot&naX* le further 
light is oast on the postulated formation of an addition 
complex in this interchange* .;
'.The work embodied in this Thesis m s  
carried out In the Organic Research .Laboratory
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JCSAflJXOMS.’AT AM MT^rmilG  CARBOSf ATOM,
The Stody eg Opticel
■ Th@ study pt: optically active compounds.has long 
teraed a acre or 1.688. distinct/branch tf organic chemistry, 
although in point of fm% the. observation .of optical
rotation Is not so much m  end in itself m  aa potent' : :, 
weapon .in .the study.. Of chemistry in general * W# may divide 
up the applications of optical .activity..under: four main . .. 
heads* ' . ; ;,. .
(a)Sie use o f optical isomerism to demonstrate the 
absence ©f a plane of symmetry in a molecule, and the 
application thereof to the elucidation of the structures 
of naturally occurring compounds* Here may he cited 
Fischer1s beautiful experiments leading to the elucidation 
of the ccnfigurations o f -the sugar alcohols and ..thence 
of the son®saccharides thesselves*- More academic • worh.
In this field Includes the resolution .by Mills and Baln£t) 
o f the oxime ., .
B0W CIVCH2V h
■ • ■ " ™ v cm-CH / sCOOH 
theroby proving that the nitrogen valencies -were met
e©planar; the investigations.. of sfver&X workers Into 
diphenyl. derivatives possess lag, ^ restricted. rotation"} ' 
and wcrk on. optical, isomerism. In. complex. metallic -.
salts# . . . .
(b)The. use 'of, .the optical; rotatory..power of a ooiitpounfe 
as. a means., for Its -.detection or estimation#, fhe estlm* ;:;
; atIon o f sugar In soXu11on {Saccharinetry)# of great' 
importance In industry#■needs-no* description#. Measure* " 
ment of reaction rv$e® by observing the rotation of ■ 
a reacting mixture is very \m& often
jraotlsed# although: it would not'appear that compounds 
were of ten--sptolaXlj iresolred f©r;thi s-. purpose#
; .;{©}fh© measurement of rotatory powers as- such#: their 
attested correlation with, other physical .properties 
..and the chemical constitution of the compounds, concerned# 
Few -spectacular results mltended early;Investigators 
who hoped to -'discover a simple relationship between ret* 
atory power and chemical, structure# hut- attempts to 
..find a.physical basis for rotatory power .in the shape 
...of :m equation .
, where k is ..a .function of. some properties# me&sureable
or otherwise# of thejsiolecule concerned# appear, at the 
present time t© be making some little progress* {See# 
for example# luhn(a)# who gave.a deeper significance 
to the equation .
: proposed. by Drude .forty.years agoi ..ami .work.-fey 
Lowry and,.Hu&a©n(;?)-and £ern{4)t) .. ,■;.....
. Broadly .'speaking# .sections...(b) .and (d) Involve the 
Vcu&&tltatlve». ,and (a), and.(c) the qualitative#, observation of 
, natatory power* ♦.flits© heads are of 'tours©.' by no mans 
.mtballf$ wxelusive * a*$ * ■ the .»tudy of. compounds’ exhibiting 
r©strititd- rotation# starting with, axperto®nta\:d«al@a®d. 
merely 1$ best,tM:conditions necess&yy for the. display of 
. .this effect#■ tins since developed. Ini© a study of the .rat#
. of.-.raoaadsatlon of.aueh compounds and’its connection with, 
the properties. of-, substituting ■.groups#: ■Furiharaora* as the 
production ©fv&-:Cuit&ble ©ompeumd in an optically astir© 
form tsuaXXy Involves & fair: amount of labour# ■ mu active 
material m m  available is..of ton used-for oxporiBenta:. .for. ;
,which it was. nob primarily.Intended#
detention of Activity during; Re a© t i ons» the Walden - Inversion*
■<WT*^i<i»iiii«)<'[iniii>IH)iii [I mi* »<i i^,^iiiifwii>iihowi»iM<> «IIH iff i^ im r limiwpi'ihki^ni ■ n'lr»H|tWi*i«i»»^»»Wia^iWi^»Maiii mpwinwjt'in■vnyifti nwm»U'jww^.jpwmy iy.m 'Hl>>«i.lU.IWiH*.'i«i»» ' w 1 WiHWWiWMi'iiuiMiiW.^ij 'JWMiwvih.m i^iWuqJiiWrTfanWM)!^#
Consider a fully astir© ecmpound Cabcd# where a# b# 
e# d# are radicals containing various.reactive groups# if ,
on© of these groups undergoes a. reaction in .cueh\& way-that' 
none of the. four bends directly attached" to the asymmetric 
carbon atom Is broken#, it is a reasonable assumption entirely 
bom out by experiment that. the" resultant product will 
also be fully active# end'furthermore will possess the'
same relative OL
c
On fee othojf hand*- if oae tf Ihi attached groups is 
completely ren-eyed and substituted fey another'to giro a - 
new epapmmd'Cfecd#* then we can. tasks eneh assumption*
Ultra is in . fast to eorspleto range of possibilities that 
t o  now compound Bay few' : -
■ ' .■ fa) fully astir# ''
■■. r' th) partly active - ;
or ; Co) ompletely Inactive ' P-p...,;
®d-that in the event'of-fa) or th) its relative eonfig* ::-% 
WfttiOh ©ay few ■; - -
■ td) to same m  0afeod " '- '; " ; • - .'m '
or :'fO)ihe enaniienorph of C&feed* : ■
She occurrence of ■ tho-. l&at-namod is knew as a. -Walden ; ■ 
inversion* Mmit this' little wm .known for many years escept 
that in.. ©any instances an active compound' could fee converted 
by a series, of substitution reactions into -its enaniiomorph# 
as in to foliowins(5)i
KOI!
m m
ioh
In': these chains of'reaetions it was/known- at what point vv;- 
inversion actually . took placet, owing to the 'impossibility 
of correlating sign of rotation and relative'.eonfisuration*'
(although-of* .frankianafiji Hughes (?}#). Tim problem was v 
greatly clarified fey. Shnyon and lhilllps(&»9»t0)whe carried 
out schemes of reactions aueh as' the- 'following! -
csh,3^  C,K . j^ ci. -cjs
(-) / CHQH (C) 6 ,3XCI-;0.S0eC7Ti7f*}6 t3NCK01
CH^  . :n CEjA,H4 I AcE0 / KMe  ^  ^ -
I"J\C20AC '{♦) " ^CHOAe : "1 ^
, CH3/  CE^ .; t;- B b B jUB:
(S# 1!) Here, ;tha ■acetylstlon; of \ and formation of 7
the ^ toiwnoiiilplionaia.-do .not disturb tbs bonds of the 
asyam©trio '.oarhm atom* and therefor®.cannot Involve inversions 
i&erefcre*(In^th®'.transformation f(-Jaeetai®^ (.4)&c©t&te*; 
the ^inversion Mist hay© * takeniplae®' during -the .interaction,,, 
of :, the • tolueneatilphotiato,■: with . potassium' acetate#, Making: the 
assuaptloJ^ fthat, lithium; ehlorid©*, a similar' unt-unly&l©nt::, 
salt*| would hay©. the ? ssms; ef f eot#.- the conclusion,. is reached ,, 
that-, the formation ■■■■of ( the ■■:( 4) chloride also involves an,,? 
Inversion .and.;.that the Cf)chloride is . conf igura.tlonally .: 
related: to the - (t} aleehol( It)* ;■ This&rls supported by a farther' 
analogy.{!!) t
%^13V ^( , - ^yCHOH .V^ JjBjSOCl
♦
CJl x
) 6 VCH.CUSOC7H7
CH< ' ' s. ■ ■ ■
bi.oH... ?: :. . >ci,oi
CrBL^ v 4^  ^ ' ^^twV
- {*) °/CHOE (4) 0 ** CHOH
CH3 C H /  .
By similar methods,' and by• the' judicious 'use of known relation­
ships between sign of rotation and'configuration, these 
workers were able to build nr a mess of 'data on configurational..
’^ Hughes* Ingold ©t si.. (35). have' shown that this assumption 
is only valid If the reactions with the two salts are' shown to 
he of the same kinetic order(So® p«l7)• Kenyon a Phillips1
'conclusions are however' in the main completely confirmed*
- 5 -
relationships, and they formulated irloal rules for the 
mmvrmm of Walden. Inversions(t!* 1a, !5|«-■ fhetr i conclusions 
ware sometimes a little'cemplieated( 13)» but'.^ these.'data /
haw© pawod the way tor.the .placing of. the whole question on 
.a, theeretieal. tesla* .which has in..turn, led. to • the enunciation :; 
of quite, simple rules for -the stereochemical; consequences ■ 
of any.given type, of■ reaction*. •'g;v >V uO
, . The.molecule C&bed may..undergo two. other types of a:vg 
reaction!. {a) an elimination# resulting : in.- it ^ he coming eihylehle 
.(i#e« 0ttCed)^ . we..ean definitely say that this will result'in. 
a disappearance ef optical activity, as the asymmetry has b®m 
destroyed^. furthermore^ it will-net reappear if the double' 
bond ls 'opened agalnf* (b)The' loss of one group with the- format* 
ion of a free radical,' »Cbed* Who possibility of fr@o radicals 
displaying''optical' activity is still a'debatftabl* question, 
and' evidence on the iubjset. will be summarised: in the next 
section*
It seems worth while.pointing out that loss.In optical 
purity during a reaction can be interpreted in two waysi.
' ( t*)A proportion of molecules undergoing inversion' • 
while the rest maintain their configuration!
{ too-*
j>A
Kesult&nt
activity
(1W~2x)}t
Bm Fart III; ( p 4 U
~j~ Except in the.presence'©f ' the special conditions for 
ait asymmetric synthesis (p*2C }
....{&) «Ibrmatlen of a symmetrical,intermediate#.e*g*..an,
ethylenle body'or.planar iont, , . v . .
_ d^B JBesultant'
(too. _.. . . ..
r activity 
Symmetrical . 7 \ " 
intermediateJft00~x)|7
Bath (a#) appears to he-the more1'common#
Optical'Stability cf Free.Radicals*''■ ■-e
By^fpee'radieaX^ e'en he understood' thro® things! Cl) a
earbohium kation'" X yin Mil eh the carbon'atom possesses 
.V'-XlfeiJS v
a" sextet of electrons ands, pingle positive chargej (11) a  ^
neutral' free radical"or WM 4  molecule19 * in which It ?
H,;, . ;v.,, ■- - x .
possesses a septet $ md (Hi) a ^earbsniom1 Xs'GtZ, in whlol^ it
is linked"to three other groups"only* but is in possession
of a full octet .and a' positive chars#* At the present time
not the" slightest doubt is" entertained that a carbon' kation
amnnot"in'1"any circumstances ’retain'optical activity for more
than"a'transient space of time*'and' that"' when formed It :'
rapidly takes. up... a,’, planar configuraticn# ■ The' same probably
applies to neutralVradiealSi although-' these have received but
little study in this dlreatltmf 14) fd incidentally*;■ thry raldom
appear as reaction intermediates ♦. Regarding carbon micas
there' is more' doubt# .fheir structure is analogous to feulphonium
compounds# sulphlnatos and sulph©2Kldest which are capable
of "resolution''.Into their optical' lsemers( 15.) -and must have •
a tetrahedral structure with the tom pair occupying one corner#
A {Similar structure has Men postulated by Kuhn and Albrecht 
(tS) m d  by ihrimer and. (y.H* ) Young(17) far the (alleged) ■ 
.aodle^derlratlvee of $ee»nltrorsraffins» vlgi ^
>•■ -X.-:,
r n „to2 
c *
•©
Shese compounds give poor analytical figures however and 
may bo sodium ethoxid# additiveomple*#s* .Evldsno# for the 
existence of 'm  optically stable oarhorn anion wm  obtained 
by Mams and Wallistli* 14)» bhm$ ■
. UH^Br 
:v-, : i*r»H
m  In
m  *e>m'- B*m2§o®m
cn) " /'; (in)
the crux of the matter, appears to be that the carbon 
atom has a very, low"'toleration for'an electric charge and/or 
an incomplete-octet, b o  that-it displays a strong tendency 
to fore# Its charge upon any-other atom in the, same molecule. 
Such an electron transfer within''a. kation has;be#n used to 
explain certain rearrangement r#actt<ms(d&) (see p*2f )*
A negatively 'charged carbon’atom will attempt to share its 
lone pair with an adjoining atom, thereby,: t oroins ar embryo . 
double bond# fhese c&rb&niens are therefore almost invariably 
©esoaerlo to a certain extent with on# or more tautomeric 
modifications! t9)t \ M ' -I-
x : #c ; t
Whether such a mesoacrio boly could maintain dplioal activity 
must remain, an open question until the precise architecture 
, . # f ihybrids becomes better known| it is certainly
very.: doubtful whether., it could. However, this mesomerio 
structure . is. the. resting state intermediate bitween, the two. 
(or..more) possible canonical structures* end it is not only 
easily, disturbed by 'outside influences but in all probability 
Undergoes spontaneous periodic disturbances . towards each 
of. these...stru.cture&f m  that a path for'raeemlsatlon Is 
provided through the double * handed for®!*
.4.
.. C&rb&nlen . flesomeric ' Tautomeric
■ ■• westing state ■ 'structure ■
The triphenylmethyl anion, for example# Is probably a hybrid
between a large number.of tautomeric states such as
Exactly why Wallis and Adams1 compound re&ULned its optical 
activity is not clear* Tautomerlsm with planar structures
would , certainly be expected* ■such as
" 3Ph. /2<?\
Incidentally#. their mithod of .preparation jit ( I )  Is ambiguous|
their compound could also have the structure
W  Ns
V(Jh0cooh """■■ «.
and' this doubt ;ie ''accentuated by the fact • that their final 
product' (I I I )  --.did not correspond .to a previous . description
: of - that compound In the llter&tureC&t}.Ksvertheless, ■. the
.:alternative structure toes not Invalidate their conclusions.
A further ; criticism'. to :be levelled;is that- their active 
ju*bduet\was 'amorphous, that" only: after recryatallie&tion,
which' brmwfa% &beuVracemisatlen*r'dld they-.©Malii crystal- , 
lino ■ product. analysing "for ■ Clljc|»; ^@suiiing, howeverthat 
their- formulation - Is;- entirely; correct»/ -the 'possibility remains' 
that : the- cyclic : structure 'stabilises in- some""way- the "tetrahedral 
:confIsuratlon ■of the ■ anionic .car'bon"atom. If r&ceais&tion
' Ar&r£,
. of: carbon- anions £sr - brought' about > primarily: by - an oscillation 
b^etween the : two ■ enantiomeric ■ states :-fi-
 ^ b .
w  ' ■■ ■ -- • >  S v  / > «  - ■
cv ^___ _ 0 '
a - ^ ^ C  ■ .<T~T^ :- ' ' . : -v
■t)
then the above sight very well, be correct*
The provisional. Impression to be"drawn at present appears 
to be that #earb&nldns,f . are comparatively .©ore optically 
stable than neutraitor positive free radical©, but -'that 
whore any of the three has sore than, a very short existence 
racemisation normally-ensues*
Substitution Reactions and, their,. Stereochemical..Consequences*..
It ha© long been recognised that'in a substitutionreactlm, 
the reagent may either acquire a share in one pair of electron© 7 
belonging to the carbon, atom at which substitution takes, 
place, which tbus retains its . octetitataet {e*g* -01 replaeting 
— H}$ or may ©hare a pair of its .-own electrons, with the . 
substituted atom,whieh then suffers.a replacement.of one of 
the pairs of Its ec^tet Ce*g*. -OH replacelng -01)* X&pwort&t £5U
■*► 10 -
t s r a e d  th@ a» tw o  t y p * #  o f  r e a g e n ts  " k a t lo n s ld *  a nd  " e i i ie a s ld ’*
Substitution by C {aj Z ■+ Rjj’x — 5> RjZ -h X
katl«*iir*agent( (b) 2 +  RiJX •— * SiZ + Xjff
S u b s titu tio n  toy jT (a )  25 +  R [jX — *  RjfZ V  x :
  aRlordi^eaoent ( (1) X-lZ 4  R iX — ^ RfZ + XIX
(dots and crosses. representing bonding electrons) 
As a result of their studies on Urn la Man Inversion 
(p# 4), Kenyon and BiilX|p$(s3) cam# to the. oonslusion that 
substitutions of the soe&nd type (usually)' resulted in Inver­
sion of configuration,tsherea# fca Irncid subsiitutl@r|l#d to 
retention* They postulated that in the former case the 
first step, wm the release of the displaced group as m  
anion* probably owing to co-ordination of-.the .latter, to av- 
kation, e*g* ' 4 * v
E t *»»'■■■
-V. '^N
B^C-OE ; '— ^  ■
■3/  ^/ >t (Z\
H ©  ©  "  E +02
■ : >, :■. ■■,.■■■♦ H Cl -V
The attacking mim .Bimltmmmlj takes up'lta-'pesitleav 
©a.the opposite side cf the1.molecule to the ejected anion* 
and finally, enters when release of. the..latter is complete*
R* _  : f t ’ R f
0  ,\ ©  . ©  >  €> ■ ' »
C l E“-C— OH- C l 'R 2.C  :H O -H --------------->  C l-C -R -
/ H  / \
; •R'* - H . f r  ' ' v;-R5:-
If the' carbcnium fcaiieadid net combine with the entering 
anion<immediately it‘m s • considered to enter.into a planar 
or'oscillating cenflgiiration*' thus ‘becoming'raeeaieedt' The 
main jpolists to notice ■ about' this theory are that the inversion
■ . «* i 1 * .
is :broughi ^ abeut-bgrthe-entering m i e n  hsihg. directed to
:m point opposite the displaced group*'- although to specific
mechanism was postulated for■ this f and 'tlmi:@jeotion;of :© n e K' 
group' and combination with the entering group occurred in. 
two separate' stages• -' ,--
in approach, to 'the: problem" was' made' by Metr m d  Polanyi 
;fa4) from a’ physical"- itandpoint*'-'Tlity considered that" invar**- 
riioasv were- brought about.by & one-stage' process 'in which enfcy 
of the substituting group and' ejection of the ■ displaced radical 
took'1 place • simultaneously ©a'- opposite a M e  a ; of ■: the' carbon 
atoa# "-the;-orientation" of"; the entering- group being' ascribed 
t©/;polar . forces?;.' £ >" ' ■" --\o -:o,; bP'-; -h
e
© X
a.,
They also envisaged a "positive mechanism* in which , the radical 
X was removed - as m  anion by an attacking. katlen*. thereby. 
leaving the rest of the molecule as ..a.-.-featlen which'could 
react further but which raeemlsed forthwithI .
Ri'sx -f t ®  E xix :
R0M- Z»£»-*RiZ 
A precisely similar'mechanism for the Walden inversion was 
advanced almost simultaneously by 01son(25)» except that 
the" orientation of the entering group was ascribed to a 
tendency. (deduced from, wave-^mechanics) to form fresh bonds
from the faces of the carbon tetrahedron* The substantial
correctness;of'this view is confirmed by the observation
■
of am inversion in the -replacement, of hydroxyl •-.by., the - :. : ■ 
v.trimttfejlammonium katiom (26) * which on Pelany!* s theory ..
w^ould :;attracted;t©>.the-seme, side . as vthe 'negative hydroxyl*
*'6>Kg
■.; Ate-0 about,: the same^ as these; developments* Hughes* s,,:,\,, 
,Ingold aad.:e0*worhers .eommenoed. aa extended study of .the- .,, 
,klnettes of.substitution .reactions (27*38* £9).-. and showed ,:—,a 
t^hat,the ;two^stage*uniaol@eular-mechanism and,,the,-.one*stage* - 
,:M®ol®cular.:#ne both, had; a -real : existence* ;.Thty,renamed the - 
xnanlonoidl-suhatltutlonv.9.f earlier .workers ..■■^ ucloophilio.^ j ^r-..
- and :tho ^ kationoid% ■■ ^.eleotrophilic% ,.and .-introduced .the . 
■•convenient symbol a %! * 3^ 1 * Sgt*.- S^f *, f or^unimoleeulmr £;, 
.eleotrophillc. »ul»- titutionw and: so on*. Thus, four,types v©f >. 
substitution are possible^ ..,
' ■;':';r<R*/X* R|©f X| C R.’lX-* !$► Xt . »
SE I • Sm 1< ' ^
( Rj®* Z^HsZ < lP+sZ-»RtZ
, Oa)Z * Rj;x-*ZiR ♦ X ( (a)Z ♦ R; sX-^ZsR * X!
/ • • ®N2) ■* 5 •
, ■*..,((b)yi12eE*ix^5iRex«T- ( {bjyttZeRltx^ziR^XiTr / '. i
The study of the stereochemical course cf these four types 
soon followe&C30*35)* and Hughes "and. Ingold {28 *35) same to 
. the’conclusions ■ ftummarlfled... thusi , -, -. ; -.r - v,
, Mechanisms -B^ iCVariable retention of - activity.\( usually low) 
-:■ ■■■"• % K  Hetention. or inversion of configuration*
SgS (High retention of.activity 
3^ 2 / Inversion'of configuration*.
There is n© space' here to discuss the factors favouring 
substitutions of arty, particular - type*. Summaries have been 
given by Hughes(36) and Wats©n(37}* .
The unlmoleeular .mechanisms Involve the dissociation 
of the reactant to'give the Ion C&bcJ so that they are. 
formally .identical with Kenyon and Phillips1'postulated 
mechanism* Hughes .-and -Ingold .also adopted Virtually the same 
mechanism forinversion'In’processes■of this type* vis# - the
' f ■ ' r
shielding' effeo t: of the *©Me44i%. anion tending: to; fore#
the entering-ten 2e to ®pproae^ the earhsn atom from the;
opposite -"sid#* Ihere -the kailon has a comparatively 'long ; 
life # ’■ complete racemisatlon (usually J . ensues *: For. bimolecular. 
reactions-they'favoured a mechanism similar to -Olson1 @#a 
leading' - to complete inversion regardless., of the electronic 
nature of''the substitution*' Two exceptions ■ were- noted! " (t.) 13
Fh
Conversion, of R%C*OH to by means.of t&ionyl chloride
. R* . R *%/
(in the" absence of tertiary bases}' proceeds with' high retention
of' configuration* - believed: to - bo : due- to formation; of - m  Z : '
lhtermed& te - : ;; : -
R’ - C - 0 \
.......  / SO .
in which' the chlorine atom. Is held in. position so that. it
cannotVenter with’ lnverslon(3$»35*39) w; {2* )Unimol@cu3a r a/:-
hydrolysis'of crlt$,of the -type - 
• ■■■. ' R*
¥ ;  . V . ; . ; :  ;  \  -
Rf U C .B r
- . . <±> e>
; :;g :’f.;Ka O.CO
where configuration Is vettlned t o•the extent of about 9©$j 
the.Intermediate here Is probably a betaine,/
: ’ •- «» |if*#*. V ,:...' ; r\." A..
in which "the"tetrahedral configuration ir,stabilised fcr' a ? 
eo®paritlreIy -;l©ns';'t^ me#' or possibly u
'•"■--■■ 'Meer-and Polanyi*#".positive 'mechanism' hm: n® eouhterp&rt
in'Hughes nnd Ingrid* a theory* The type corresponds roughly 
to- it in that a hation is m% free, but in  the present theory 
the .preliminary -ionisation la stated to ;b® brought about by 
solv&tlenfaSi* - i;: Vv;;\ °
Little is known" about the stcrtc. course ©f ©lectrorhiiie' 
substitution*- file only common .reactions - of' this type - are 
replacements'; of .hydrogen* ■land.it is difficult to devise 
experiments■ to study - suoh'reactions- on optioally' sc tiror;" 
material*-'One ©gt reaction has been examined*: and-that led 
to racomisation(4ti2S)«vEridenco on one' or two substitutions 
of; hydrogen*hell&ved to be' feimelocular*■ has; come"' to' light 
since the publication of Hughes 'and;- Xngeldfa'; discourse(42) # 
which Indicatesthat such reactions proceed with, complete 
retention of configuration? this is In;'direct'opposition to 
Olson.W andlngold,:s''prodietion.s. on.'tho;subject* '
Some ■substitution reactions hare been - found to 11# 
kinetieally between unimolecplar. and MBoXecuXar*, and so 
proceed by two mechanisms. simultaneously*; Jkn inspection of . 
the proposed bimoloeular mechanism shows that it may be "regarded 
as the limiting cast-of the two*»tftgs ..process when the life 
CfHht Ionised molecule becomes vanishingly email* Similarly*
1 1 1  i  . - i s -
in the' cases' where unimeieeulsr substitution leads ' %o 'inversion* 
'the lifeof this;'.im is very-short/end it can hardly "b®-- v 
described' as'klnetleally free of the displaced or attacking 
Ions ’at any ‘'stage* ‘ If 'would ■ therefore" appear that no sharp 
line-of demar£&tios|ig to be draw!* between the two mechanisms* 
and'that In any reaction the life of the Intermediate ion 
may' vary from"sero:''wwardt^ ;' the 'average length' of;.life: j
determining'' the" overall''stereoeh^ ftje&l result and its '.velocity/. j
characteristics * It: is ./well' known that Walden inversions are ■;j
invariably accompmiedbhy greater or smaller less in optical j
purity*'sc that "' even in apparently pur# bimolecular" reactions 'j
a' proportion of cases probably "'occur where the :’io» E® is’ free Ij
for 'a sufficiently Jong' time'to faoemise*(The alternative' 
that the entering group T'occasionally, enters' on the earns 
sit# of- the molecule as X appears unlikely on' theoretical 
grounds'.from Olson*'s.'and'Meer :and Eolahyjl^ s'results*)1" A '
'revised'table of the stereochemical'"consequences1 of the ■ j
different classes of substitution mn how'be made out#- ■ |
./^ Complete raeemisatien'*'’or low 
-. \ retention with inversion* or /
STI ’ Eacemlsatlonf    S» f < Cin special' cas'sa above) ..high
A v,- ..,. ? / retention of activity .with.reten«^
f . "■ •: ■ v tion of configuration* ->%■# /
" '("Complete retention of (^ Almost 'complete retention 'Of 
- of activity:.":-,.' .;S«a.y,'activity 
./Retention of " .  j
-(^ configuration* . .. ^ ..Inversion*' /
.„•/ We. have#.-it seems*. Just reached .the point .Where the , 
observed stereochemical course.of a substitution can b# used 
-to determine 'the nature of that reaction* but any conclusions 
..so reached should wherever'possible, be supported ..by a study
■ **
©f reaction rat© .or toy other' means* It willito© seem,that,. 
flctard and. Ieny©n.#s assumption that analogously ebnstftuled "* 
reagents. follow,; the sane siereechemle&l- ecmr.se ’of reaction"""
(p* S) is only valid if the order of the reaction' is"known 
■ to . too tit© same* .•'
Hydrolysis and Bsterlfieatlon*
., the overall result of the hydrolys.jte:of.'esters and the 
eeterlfieatlon of aleorols. toy -.acids , leaves •- douht as • to ., 
whether the; bend attached to> the ■£(* cartoon atom, is broken 
or noti ■ /
r V r V o h  * R^CO.OiH^2?r 1r 2r 3o }o .CC®4:4-,h o |h .
: or - (i:l}R1R % 3C,0!H4 R4CG;0H J£?RlR2R3C»0 '-COR4* h (0S
» * # \
Sundry; Investigators have shorn that for ordinary carboxylic 
esters/-the second alternative holds(43)* and that neither 
loss In optical purity nor Inversion results; during the , 
hydrolysis or esterlfic&ticn of such compounds l&ere the 
oC-eaybon' atom is asymmetric# Where . the alkyl group is strongly.', 
electron-releasing' or the acid group electron-attracting# 
the first mechanism becomes a posslbllity(44) .and loss of 
/activity and/or inversion is’to toe expected*.Hydrolysis of
/
sugar'sulphonates leads to inversion^  45)'and racemlsatlon 
has hem observed in- the.hydrolysis of allyX.hydrogen phth&l&fces 
(4$)* Ssterificatloh toy the use of acid chlorides or anhydrides 
has of course no such ambiguity# - . 
ftetentlom of Activity, In Migration; Reactions*
■ Wo have just seen how. the nature and mechanism, ©f 
..substitution reactions has boon largely, elucidated in recent 
years#' and that a.'keyston# in building up. the. theory has'
~17~
hmn. thestudy-®f' the - stereochemical course of these reactions* 
At the same'.' tiao" an ■ effort' is being ' mad* to gain sorminsight
into thrmeeh&niem of migration and so~eall@a "abnormal* :
' ■ ' ' . < .■» •■■ . ; , ■ . ■ • . . . . . . ; • .: : : . . . \ . . .
/roAotirniSf,'and''horo. again a'stud/ of migration reactions ’ 
with optically'active- substances' is playing a vital part#
\ fhe:;experimental'problem i$; this* iihm' an ’optically 
active radical'^C&bo /algrateis'within a molecule/'-'''
■■■•* I ■  ^ *1  ■■ ■■a**c«#e ■ a«*v<*e
... ' / ■" ■ 6  V : :>*>■ ^ . 'V ^
can It retain its activity? Known. experimental’ results ? are ;
tabulated.belov*' .
f# Migration reactions with•complete loss of . asymmetry*
(a) . CBMePhtO O' Kefs#
I ; ' HtQOOH etc* '. - ' t 
S s G ^  — — — -^ 0HMem*e*07H7- •, (4?,43)
m )
m  J, r f I
o ’. { d i j - . o
(b) Wolff rearrangement of di&soketones*. .
, . : '&eBa*|0 AgaO ♦ HaaStQ3 , ^ .. :€OBHa ' .
’ - §mm%*oh ......
a* Migration reactions w!th partial retentloa: o f . . 
asymmetry* '
{a) as 1(a)'in HOOOI In'presence, of H.COOla ■ ■ (46)
(b) m  t(b) .in-.presence of (49)
Co) ' : ’v •■ ’ o h * -■
— ^  U  (50.51)
etc* .
^  ( * >  ■■” ■'; ■
: .3 *  Migration'reactions with substantially- complete .
retentloa o f  asymmetry*'-
-1 -8-
(a) Curtlud ;f©arrangea©ni;of asides# ,
■ ;
:;■ ' (b) Hoffmami .raarransaiaent of .amides (53|5^)
(o) Los sen rearrangement of'.hydrox&al© .acids ; (57)
The' significance • of ' these .results .mist > hev discussed' 
In conjunctionr with/-'Current eiectronie• theories" 
the subject* - 
JSlectror.lO ^ The or 3 ^  of Int rsnoleoiilar;-CB.sn^eB »H;-es
. . It ■'is . well known that migration reactions are ;of two 
■ types* {1): Intermoleemlar :'or..r:tWd^ atr^ a- processes*.. In - which 
the migrating'group splits off completely ms a free radical 
(or ar an eihyitmi© 'body) and later .reattaches itself to 
the sm® orto another moleculet'and. (ii)' .intramolecular • 
or ©no*stage processes*: where the whole change s takes place v • 
within' one; molecule*.' and which'arc characterised. 'by • the -; 
Impossibility of: detecting.- the ,migrating group m  4;froa,, 
entity# There is,-.further/.evidence that in such ca.eS the - 
•..migrating' group ‘is -firmly. held "to--.the vres.if of. the,; moleculer ■ 
■.throughout :-ihc ■ process * - for; example,^ : the: .failure, ■ tsaracemlse 
. ©f; certain optically active diphenyl,. compounds undergoing 
reactions of the Hoffmann type(5S)s .■,
J®.10<
COKH*
.  4
ptare activity- is. due to restricted rotation# and formation
of the free radical .
- 1 9 -  ”
would result in' Immediate.-less. of activity! and an interesting
ring^ enlargeraent- by the Beek&san. change, successfully carried ; i
out by Ruse!cka"end eo~workers(59) * : "■—■•:.■
■ .O^IOE . : ■ ^CCMSH
< 0 % ) ^  ^ W U i  |
Heret lf ’the ring wort eyor opened, it would only close
agalng to an extremely minute extent# j -
We will now return to the experimental results -set !
forth on pp* l!M9* One.fact immediately emerges,, namely at • !
that complete loss in activity is the exception rather than 
the rule*. Of the two known examples of such a reaction, "1
i
1(a) has been shorn to proceed via the free ion
It is therefore intexmoleoular* All the ethers^ have been
definitely demonstrated to be intramolecular, and so to the I
characteristics of such migrations we can add retention of 
■ ■ I
activityon" the -part - of .ans optically • ac tire, migrating group j
♦Cahc#. . : |
. , Mmerous theories 'haw# been advanced to explain - these
facts* Older theories .■(reviewed by Wallis(60).) postulated
either the formation of a new bond by the' migrating grmp’W®^^ *$£':
. ■ . , . (frC
mm broken, thus giving a cyclic intermediate! ■
*
' • {
^fhe mechanism of the Wolff.rearrangement(49) must be j
considered sub fadice for the present* ■
■■ i
*"*SjO** i
or else their.slmltanegus. growth and decay respeetl7ely(6t); ■ 
by an. unspecified mechanism* v: . ;-
A —  B :' : 4—  B . ^ /A-7-8 Vr ■ V :/n
'NT  ^ '■ .,r -r" ^  ' -Kfr " "*W- jf?V V*
: A rather dlffereat approach"to" the problem is Whitmore9&
theory 0f migration reaetAcns{6a)«' 2fci taore' represents the . 
structure'' of m  organic molecule undergoing rearrangement
* A I B $ X / . - '
t •  ■ - v  * *  «  • ■ ■'■ ■"•i ■’■'■
1shoro X As a strongly, electronegative atm* If. X la removed#
It goes as an anion and t *’*£& with it the. pair of . electrons -
linking it A® B* thus - leaving the latter with a sextet ,:. ,
• • '■" • •
only# fhis residue lAft 13 nay then,- (a)’ ...take;- up. Ziuidther^ siilm
••■.'• • a #• • *
; t .’ to give' a "normal* product ,AB3fj' or, (b) las© a proton,,
from A, if on# la already attached,. giving, an unsaturated •
body A*sB-«* the latter are of tea. formed as by-products...
of migration reactions* fhe third .possibility is that (c) ,.
Bf having>  greater affinity for electrons than A, appropriates
cm# of the latter1s electron pairs, ihust
• * • * * * • •
8, A $ B 1 —0 1 A ? B l
■;■■■ # - ;
If the pair/innpiettion Ahppens to' he a bonding pair, they 
drag with them.-the atom or group which they hold,. thereby 
bringing about.a migration. ,
* * « 4, * •
I A 1 B 8 I' A 8 B I"
z . 2
I n  a n y  ca se  A  c a n  th e n  re c o m b in e  w i t h 'a n  a n io n  X o r  X  t o
give an "abnormal* .product MB or M BZ etc. AXXyXic rearrange-
mentis are pictured as proceeding by a precisely., similar,, •
schemes » •  • •  » •  •  ♦ ♦, • ■. :■.•«« * *
;■ ■ ■ Bj; Iht X"t"*A II "33 33. 1'X.I
* , » • « * * « I . ♦. • '...♦* . < * ■ •
• • *1 • * «» . • • *
; . A f. B At B 11J  %,...
• • ** ’* *• .' *•
fhls' 'theory m  "set forth to®.no obvious' oennecticn with/
’the'cliarac tori sties of intramolecular. reactions described . 
above#' • but is ' chiefly concerned with the 'conditions .'for 
; the-rearrangement of;alkyl,.Bnd4.etBylenie radicaid'during, 
"reactlonsj however#''■ Whitmore ■' stipul^ ee . that: "the1 electron 
"pair and its attached group- never .'leaves 'the • molecule'81 .and’-" 
•that "the -'-transfer requires m  special :m®bmIsm*(63).* '
A similar mechanism' had been proposed some years previously 
by Xngold(^ jr) to'cover., changes of the pinaoolie type.
Wat son has advanced a mechanism. to explain maintenance 
of asymmetry "in rearrangements of the Hoffmann types and
"also to'cover the' Beckmannfend Stevens rearrangements* For."'
. * ‘ .. ■;>. ■ >
these tbrm tjvm it is resjjcti«ly (^,u) B ' '"
(a) R i C : k'-'i A R ( G ' G C 18 I
x r. c i h *(b) H 8 0 t Rf C't H
&N*---tX IIII ’ IX
X t C r.H i R
H- H? .,' ■ K
* *i$>: ' *• **€>
x.t C « 2T ) B* X s C s,vW I B*
* *  ‘  ri E  * ■ B  ■
It will'be1 noticed that here th# migrating group suffers a
-22* - -
/-replacement of one of- it® electron pairs, and so migrate^
'with a sextet only, i.e. as m  embryo hation; in Whitmore*®
■• theory it' move a as'an''embryo anion#- ■and for. this ■ reason - 
Wate©nfs .theory can'hardly''be regarded as & modification 
of Whitmore*i»'■ as olaised{60) but as a completely alternat­
ive theory*"A# such It■cannot be applied'to the rearrangements 
of alkyl’ radicals which form such a successful point In 
Whitmorefe theory{62)« Watson adduces in'support of his mm 
' mechanism the fact', that the rearrangements. of ll.00.ilX and 
EgOiKX are facilitated by increased eleetron-release from 
ft.(67)* :This effect, however, is probably due to the enhanced 
ease of ionisation of X, .although it must be admitted that 
in the Beckmann'transformation of mixed ketones#
B.C.R* ' X.0.B* .
1/  £ ' |) .
IX v HR *
electron release on the part of the migrating group B has a 
greater effect'than release by Et{6?)* fhe Stevens rearrange­
ment, on the other hand# is. facilitated by electron attraction 
by T0 .Z :.i®kihe. malntananee of optical activity# Watson1 s 
mechanism seems to offer no more concrete explanation than 
dots Whitmore’s*
.nevertheless# certain intramolecular reactions undoubtedly 
.exist where the migrating carbon, atom Cm only be formulated 
as carrying with it only six electrons# vis* the sulphlnate 
and.0-alkylphenol rearrangements# 2(&) & (b) on p.. IS* these 
.resemble one another in that both can proceed by m  alternative
, intenaolecular mechanism,: and. that the latter Appears insuff*-
IclenV'to-e^laln'the les§: in^eptieel7 parity suffered during .;
:-...^...v —■
Walden ' Inversions-in Intramolecular Sp0c©®s.e®#>-• :; '-'v : .■•#BW«aw*n«HHW n .iii.uuiit^ww ljw^ ™  imj jtiW#aiiTiiv'i#winn pJn.N## w»r»aw»W!<>»> »»>iW»wtni^ y>! i,«jurrmi •
-"Attention may"’ also -drrnm to "■ the ■ esse '■'©f rearrangements ■ 
of tii® ’pinacelle'typei\Her®: the- migrating.; group im^uooiioniblyv ' 
shift© , carrying: it® ■ full" octet * * *^ny .’of ” those have Men
carried out with'Optically m tivr.co^ounds£=^59) » ©*s* -
■-• HH0**' - ^ -■• • -
' m 2c(oii),eiiM®Mi2l^aeo,cHa®Ph .
.- ^  ■.-■;■; n-t ■''; (t) •
Shis reaetlen has reeeatly hs@ii sham.to Invelre a Walden
lmrer@len(0). ' ' . '
. ,, OH H OH
I \l* I*
FnC—  C-lIa — e_* Ph,,CO-C~H
. ? | ZT>> ■ ■ d , i
l(-) . : p 2 , „ j|U), ■ H® /
\|r
A not diesimilar rearrangement involving a thrte-c&rboh •-.■
system has been described, by Kenyon* Partridge and fhillips(70){
. .m*cn*cmcmi® - , . .  :-:--:-aPbiss»cH*ci3s^
' "--v . 1^  ^  . • I '
OH , .. : ( # ) :.,AeOB ;•■ ’•;:.(♦) ' . oil v 
this. reaction was also believed . by them to. involve 'm inversion# 
and,is.interesting because one centre of,asymmetry - disappears 
and a mm one is. formed# .inIntermediate acyclic ..complex ■ was 
p©stulated(?0}
The possibility of a B|£|^ |M?|£:'gr©up undergoing a Walden ■
' inversion has received little attention m  f&rj' a review’of'v:/ 
evidence will be given'in Fart II*' and it will suffice here 
tQ 'Staie that in all cases'for-which data exist# including . .
the • "Jc&tionie1 migrations# i&lailv©"configuration is.maintained# 
low in "the' last-named# the asymmetric" carbon aton suffers
replacement of- an electron pair# in the" manner . of a 
substitution?’ there.'is’thus an essential.difference between'" 
such a" migration -and’ the'analogous' substitution# as the 
latter always ' involves an1 inversion*':''lngoid:' :and'be-werhtre{J5) 
have /discussed the" question ■ briefly "without reference to 
experimental’ evidence# and have cm& to tha conclusion /; -' -
that . In intramolecular processes cfca; inversion’ wi.il'not. tahe 
place where' It is rendered, difficult or; impossible for sterlc 
reasons’(cf* also p«i4)* It will readily be appreciated that 
inversion during tf** rearrangements' described- would require 
k complicated evolution'by the migrating radical#..'
Asraas.tric ftyntho.s.1 s » — ..■. . —
■ 1 Maroto&lcl defined 'asymmetric syntheses' m  syntheses' 
“which#- from symmetrically'constituted-;eompotods#'' through 
the’ intermediate-use -of optically active'substances# but 
with ’the 'avoidance • of any analytlcal' procedure#" generate 
optically active substances*!?! ).* f*In 1004 he claimed the 
first’ asymmetric.synthesis#.of mathyiethylacetie &cld;from 
the brucine salt. of methylethylmalonlc acid(72}# but-his 
experiment has5 been the subject of much controversy!??)# 
and. must for., the ...present.,, be. regarded as a-doubtful'case#,.,.
v-’ ’ 'fthiB .is ■ sometimes termed a "partial* Symmetric synthesis# 
as'distinct from & "total* or 41 absolute*1 asymmetric synthesis# ■ 
in which an optically active ".compound Is" synthesised from 
inactive starting.m terl&ls without the aid of optically . 
active substances# e*g# If the ude o f 'circularly polarised
light for.a photochemical reaction!74}
**2$*
fh@. first '-tmdltfputed txampl#; ©f; an asymmetric synthesis wm  
; carried: -out by McKenzieCT3) « ■ fro® ■ the.- Interaction:.of menthyl 
120112o^Xfornate tof^httbyX mgmesium.■ iodide. he .obtained-' 
menifayX atreXaeiimai© (XV)jr the Etrolactinio acid liberated . 
frm this was:found;tobe partly-active*.-* -
Xlh.:^ O0#Mentfcy^^^^ B^^.COOH -
d {«*> cv {* )  c {«*) c
■ " II — ... 3  ■.E*< OKgl ___^, :Me/; ^ O H  :5> :Ma" ■■''OH
.;_o;. ; ;; _  . k£o ■ r ^ i v )  : : < -)
A number of further'; Very similar asymmetric syntheses ,.fcave 
since,-been. carried out* and "reviews of. the subject have 
peeemUy 'been 'published by. MeE@hzl©(?5) and by Ritchie (76).#
■In the above esse (taking. this as m. example )t» in order to
Hiiijciin ■■ *nn. iiiiri^ TiM>*iw»»itn»i>#i»#»*« i'.yinia.»»w ii»p«' »r uuum» »i ■»■><1 nm ■■■ n-mmiWn, m> i ■■
■ *f Every' asymmetric synthesis of this type has- taken .place
by .the. opening .of..a'double bond, ei therjko tonle {J 3 ) or ethylenie 
(T9)* It would appear likely that Lesalie and Turner1 s 
asymetrie synthesis of a diphenyl derivative( 60)  .' .
— w HOgX/; 000# Menthyl 00G#Ifenifcyl
01 (»} ** I {*>}
' * Cn bronze f
I — -----^>l 1 ^o
Im
e© ,
■ T /  .: (t)
could he explained on purely sterie grounds or else by the 
directing influence of the asymmetric field on the ' 
approaching'i©&®toluene molecule# Shrlner9© asymmetric 
cyatheaea from ^ oclyX nitrite(6t) and nitrate{©2) and 
me thvlcy cl ohexanone *
mcmnt for the formation of .the di&stereelsomeridee if) 
m& (VI) in unequal amounts it is nmmmrf to assume that
Bk  ^ COO#Menthyl
■, ■■
. . ■ lhv: .COO*- Mm%hjX
> c  ■; : <*>
(?) ;.: tm
the hotoBlo double bonds ©pen to an unequal' extent in the two 
possible dtreotions* fwo explanations have heon advanced* 
the'.fir at is that the double'bond ©an exist in asymmetric ; 
forms f and that under the : 'influence ■ of what Ms Kens do terms ; 
wasymmot2’ie' iMuetion??';by' the optically active group#'-©he 
hard predominates over the others the menthyl. ester is thus 
a'mixture of two dlastereoisomerldes*.
BuCO,CQO#Menthyl
(f) (-)
EbUCO*C<X3fMehtfayi
{*} (»)
.CO
mC 'fesdfoia
,cov
CH CH. .I 2 I 2 +]
CH CH
"..  ^0' , 2 
hi®
KO.CCH 
SCH
£*)
l i
-CO,
K0g0CH\ 
(+)
X'CsHOgEa'
♦ ICCH^63’3
cv
CH^  HaOEt CHg^CHg
e '( v
require more light on the chemical mechanism of the' reaction 
before a satisfactory explanation is forthcoming* There is
&4 to
®ome doubt: in;'the .second" case/whether, the optical activity 
of the I product Is centred on the carbon atom C C^ > or the nitrogen 
’ ' Mo account is here taken of asymmetric syntheses carried 
out by the use of ensymes* as the mechanism by which they 
catalyse reactions la not yet understood*
-' * 2 7 *  .
In unequal. proportions^ ^ constitutional■ diff©rence" is 
assumed ior exist batmen the two . forms * ■ such that., the first
leads to one hand of.- the product ’"and the second to the other(83)* 
The other possible Bscpl&n&tien is that ’owing .to,; the influence 
eftthe optically active group* there Is a-difference In '1 
energy between ^ Y) .and .(VIJ■ .which= r©suits,'in & greater : 
probability.'of formation of on® of t h e m * ? - h  i:':'
: V-With;-the intention of tooting, 'which of .;• those hypotheses ■
: was correct* Kenyon, .and Partridg©(84)' attempted -an.asymia©trio 
'synthesis/of/*a new -typo* starting from V^dimethylaXljl v; -:' ■ 
'alcohol (7XI)9 vhich. they. ■"©©.mbined with hr©nine# tbus; ': 
Introducing two extra centres of.asymmetry! on oxidising 
the active'©arbtr^X group "to carbonyl#- the resulting";&i«-. : ^
•bremekstone (71X1) was found to' hetain optical activity!*
This alcohol has' ©a apparently; isomeric form (nm p*V/} 'which 
was at the/tiae. believed' to- ©we its-activity solely to " 
induced asymmetry.' of the double bond* /on the lines ."of Helens lei 
hypothesis above*' - Using this ' abnormal alcohol : the bromine -' 
addition product {and also;the'ketone)-'was.- inactive• This =' 
they formulated.as; \
and regarded as proving that# although-a double bon# could
OH - '
*1
MeCH^CH—  Me
(VIXI)
H II OH
Lira
(dl)
exist lit dissymmetric forms*', its. .dissymmetry .could m%
inf luenee ■ the composition of the product* so that the second ;o
postulated moeh&nism/.. was the correct on©*
. :The /above reaction-opened up an interestt11$ new .field of ■
asymmetric syntheses* .'The m m  workers(.84) next used .C#)*JT 
'Phenyl*s^methyiallyl-alooho3^Chls exists in one form only) for 
tlie sue rrocets^ -.in-thif case the 'dlbrome-aleehel and
ketone could he . crystallised. They, deimanstr'alt.d ''that the 
diteeao-alcohsl CXJ- ooaslsted ©f two diast©re©is,es«Ides in 
nneQualVamountei,:as-was-v-ho/be expected■•(the addition:of bromine 
takea;, place ; in.,the direct Ion. only} *. and; that the k© ton©
(XX) ■:. was ■ chemically;,Ibui. not / optimally);homogeneous;* ■
;:;fh0ifcCH,&COH)aa -* «itEba,»ffi!fi?»c®(oH)Se-*mfeB|‘^3r.eoa® 
:, . ! W  , : (X)/ .: : (Xt)
■' "t .- - :
They were able' .to obtain the optically pure ice tone *. and 
henm were, able to as certain the degree, of. ©ptieal; purity of . ■ 
.the product Of ..the reaction. .This was found to. vary, from 
iM$ ©f the {* ).-keiene when the bromtn&tion was carried out-, 
at -!50O to 6*7$ of 'the (*)*k@lone. at 7Sr\ .-
... The. principle of asymmetric synthesis, if as yet too • 
little, understood, to be ..of ;:us©.. in,the study., of .reactions and 
their mechanism * .-but, in -the. event, of a , satisfactory./ theoret­
ical basis being found for-it* Esymmetrie.syntheses.will'n© ' 
doubt play their part In. the study • of organic, chemistry* ■ ;.'
of m w m r n  m  
t e s  m m m m  T R M m p a m A T im .
Beefemann Transformation* 
The Beckmann
of kstoxim© {of strong acids) or salts of 
or their esters) the rearrangement of the oximes 'thorns*
by the action of various reagents probably takes p 
edium of one of these c@mpounds(85)i
R*C*Hf
I!
- K«C«Bf BhSOJ)*0:*Bf 
SOJilji -.tl' — $> * f/
<s»
*%»
R.C.R'
AeCl ^  ■ W
H 0 
3^ . . CteC.R*
AoO.C.R' KBE
|, V
la a well-knera piece of research Me iseaheimer (86)
that the migrating radical B was anti, f^ tran.s) to
hydroxyl group and not
and Mills (8?) haa
migration is sore prob 
appear to .have been ma 
group Is ever I
id out that anti*
speexa.
fre# as'a
never been
r • a
' r
molt
at this
.never is free , at any stage Ishowever contained in the 
•interestingring^enl&rgement .mentioned on p* gO# It '
;waa ..thought ■■.desirable . to ..see whether in the ease of an
. ' ^  v; - El : . - : .......
opticalXy -active - &etoxime!" :.CH#C#E 'the 'migrating- group"
K**' 7f ■•■ ....
■ - HOH
B\
CH*■ could"-preserve "its asymmetry during:transference#
■•■:■: For this purpose .an :optically,- active, hetone R*R®CH. COCH^  
.was.required#: Ketone# have, been, resolved by reerystall*
, Isatlon • of their menthyl*- or, eamphylhydrasOnes or.. ... 
m®nthylsealearbazenes{83)* , hut. the. difficulty of; obtaining 
these compounds in. the large, quantities needed for a 
full*scale resolution renderedthese-reagents of. little 
value in. the present case#, An attempt was.made to . 
resolve. methyl.Ketone by recrystallisatl.on of
allialoidal salts of Its o^qarhoavphenjlhvdrasone> but 
‘although a feebly - active hytraso m  was thereto obtained it 
did not appear .that anything approaching a complete . . 
resolution' eiuM be /attained by this method# Attention 
. was - therefore .directed to the possibility .of ..obtaining 
-such.a kctone; from'the corresponding optically, active 
acid H,H®CH*COOH#. The nitrlles of.these secondary-acids 
react very badly with.the Grignard,reagent(8$) * but 
Gilman and Kelson1$ method of. synthesis by th® interaction 
of the acid halide with dimethyl.cadmlum(fO) was found
.;■  * 3 t ~  .
very satisfactory*
Retention, of Asymmetry / in, the' Becteagnt Tranefera&llen-
■ - ■ (»')3Bthylt3utylReetyl"';hremMe {from (*)et^lbuiyl&eetie y- ! 
acld(sM))- was' ^ he3r0for0 ’0©nwrt©d :fey-this method bo':—
C* * .iMtbyl ketpne* ;/ihe ■ dextrorotatory oxitneClIIl ■ .dfl^ iieh. 
■on,treatment-with.phosphorus;pentachloride in ethereal, 
solution gave: aeeto«» irheptyl&aia®. (XXII) - which was found t@ 
he; dextrorotatory in alcoholic solution#^ ^47 **
*5*3®*■Ehe■constitution of this compound; was' confirmed■;
■ by-/synthesis ■ of the' corresponding. ajuamMe ■ by cseeiyl&blfig- -■;
&1* ptylaaine obtained from dl^ etliylbiitylacetaniide by. 
the Hoffmann reaction 1 - the - product was,: identical - with '■ ' 
that 'from the dl^eslse* ■ which therefore has the anti- .-■■•■
■heptyi;- structure# This; observation .is: in' harmony with
the results of Bashmaim and 3&rton(££).» who fcmnd that 
stable • hetollmen. were^generally. anti* to the heavier 
group# .Using a prxtly, active (e^thylbutyl&eetie acid# b 
a■ {«*) i aceto*5^ he.ptyiaaide was obtained:similarly# hawing• '
-starting-from, the same aeld/; the -';-' a
■ last compound was also, obtained wia ■'^ heptylamine- as 
above# - and this had& ~0 • “3 * ^  is hardly 
possible..to place .a .-quantitative signifieane® upon these" ■ 
low rotations # but ihey;'are sufficient to determine the 
configurational relationships involved*. Some evidence was 
obtained# however# that .the ,(#■ )aeet0«^heptylaailde must have
(7 7 r )  CHEb&o. C-*L " £mr)CHEbl^ !*h CoCH>
WOT) ”32“ J
been nearly optically; pare*’ as %% melted t&Xrly sharply at 
43^44 i 5° i whereas the partly act lira amide malted lower ^ 
'ml finch more' Indefinitely. at\3$*40°* (The dl*asi.ie ■,.■'- 
■ted cup* :52*53°)# £h® Beckmann rearrangement c m 'therefore 
be'' added to the list of migration reactions in which . 
asysaactyyis substantially.^reservedtp* 18*19)*'sn&': 
tills.result; Irdioaiesnbh&t the ■present rearrangement; Is, 
Ilka -fcti# related Hoffiaann Ve&ction* ■ intrai&Qleeul&y*
>aiso 1® mil b t  Chant#
.fite $urtlus:.and Lessen rearrangements have alwgys
ip®m regarded/as proceeding.with retention of configuration 
onthe part Of' the migrating.radical »CabG($5t$3)* : 
although no direst ©sperlaental-. evidence has'been adduced
bo far*, ■ low Wallis and ee^workors .have. carried out the , 
reactions. sot forth in the. table, belew(52*55»5?) * ;v
, , v - ^  {t)/CEMeBs*0OMI^-^{t)CHI@Bs.IH^iHOl 
.: {♦) GEMaBa• COQH'''— — ^ ♦) CHM®Bs«COJJj
; . CISsBs,C0.K(C0a)0lMt)CHa®Ba.KHC0SH2
It has also, been established !3). that. (*)^nsylmethylaeetie 
acid has. the same configuration m  i*}bensylmthylaaine. vr 
hydrecMerid® (from the {♦)-amine) t each tmiMg produced from 
(f)honsylmothylearhlnyl j^ toluenesttlphonate- by a chain' 
of ' reactions each Involwing om Walden Inversion* Wherefores 
it follows that all the compounds in the above ©cherne 
hare'the same configuration*'' and that non# of these three 
rearrangements Involves an Inversion*. '
*33*
. As to migration:reactions in wMobJthe migrating' 
asymmetric carbon. atom is. fedwn to retain only'six of its 
electrons inb»b; an ring; tranaf eren© © £p*; .S3)# the trans- ■ 
formation of {<§> Jp^ ienylmethjXoErloinfX j^ioluenesmlpbte&t® 
into .the, (*)sulphone {§* 13}-has already been shown to : 
proceed with retention ©f o©nflgnrati0n(4&K The only 
other reaction of- this ; type of,, which, the ■ ciereoeheaie&l 
behaviour-has been- studied is the rearrangement/.©*. 0* 
..alfeylphenols« .Sprung -and Wallis{§0) o b t a i n e d * - ? •*! 
l^ tyXph©n.oXi'Trom':(l)^ b^at3rX' phenyl ether* which is . 
eonfiguration&Xly related to (o)but3rlbon2ono( 13)♦ Making 
tho reasonable' assumption that C t )^ 5*ba'tyXpheti©X has the 
same configuration as (♦)~^ ~hutyibensen©* •it fellows that 
this rearrangement" also does m% ' inwelr© inreraion* ' thus 
incidentally providing further proof of the intramolecular 
nature of this' reaction(§4)*. fhe general conclusion is 
therefore reached that where'an optically actlT© radical 
•Cab© undergoes transference in an intramolecular reaction 
it retains Its configuration regardless of'its electronic 
nature* fhe significance of these ©bsemratlons has already 
been discussed in the Introduction £|*24)*
T£RT III.
ms rac3?{isa?xoh o f Esmis m  sosun EfBoxim m  
- ■ its  Bs&tiwa- t??cs ct.Air»r?, B commmsiQU.
She .Clataea CendvmsiUm*..
: biseuseten of . the mechanism of . the condensation of-,: 
esters .by. sodium efhoxi&e i6i&is'enffi ©en&ena&tion) M m  ' 
conilratd nines to .the present time* and has probably 
iwdived mere polemics' than any - similar controversy*.. She 
earliest, mechanism#Proposed by Clftisen himself(95).postulated 
.the •formation of an. addition eompoun&JXX?). between, .the 
ester and ethoad.de#.-.
■ y WiW
E# €!%• 0001b + HaOBt ^  E .CHotC^ OSt
- : : ■ ‘ - (XIV}
OKa
ost
OK a
R, CH„. C-CSfc T TfOCS, coost -*  R»ch2. c {am) t CR* C003%
** 'S'OiSt » xt
(xx?) :,,, , h29. R«eHa.eo.cm#cooBt
and tea reoilwd, support trm- time to - time In. various..; forms
(9d#97#t'09)* later ones.involve asodio-deriv&tive#:-*.-'
^OBEfCOOEt] Ha* . which might react in.either of %m ways*
(U) yOEt ♦ Rx >ont
■ R#CHL#C^- - * - -CH * COOSt E * C8U * 0~OH& '(98>-99)
.. ; *0 " Ha' ^OCHE»000It
B*
this .se&te^&criyatiYe#postulated as-''arising from m  Inter*
action between the ester and sodium ethoxi&e# was in later 
years- usually regarded as being the derivative of the
■ ; r  -1" - j> en  m :;;-
©nolle fora,' vt%» H<CEaC, or I 1U CBssC ka * the moat
. QEt /. ‘ AOEtJ :
modern.theories-regard thie :ae having a structure aeeomerie
] ©
• CHid^v :■■• w  *
a o %
the latter being considered to;be 'the reacting form{101#102)* 
furthermore# the formation - of the anion of the so&to* 
derivative is now regarded sa being due to., the basic 
properties (froton^ attraction)', of the ethoxi&e, Ion# as 
stranger bases such m  tedium triphenylmethyl. are still 
mare effective ill bringing about the condensation{102)*
A.fundamental weakness of all these mechanisms.is that 
the formation of &.sodium derivative of the ester under 
the .influence of alkoxldes has not hitherto been detected 
experimentally*
ffhe f.acemlsatlon -of Haters tarSo&lira Ethoxi&e*
. ■ The mbb of esters of optically active disubstituted . 
acetic acids should afford a moms of demonstrating or 
disproving the existence ef .the equilibrium
k ./* e k v ,o©
CH.COOEt ♦ OEt -v yC®c: ♦ gtOH , .
?J 02t 
(WJ
as the enoi&fe&stXiT) should on decomposition yield the \
- 3 6 *  ■
between' this' and the f*carbalnion?, structure
original ester in' Its r&cemieed fora*- '
Accordingly* the 'action of potassium mothexld© and 
'©odium ethoxlde'^h the .esters of throe optically active; 
dicubstituted acetic esters hasbeen examined! ‘ the results 
are given In fable X* The action of metallic potassium on 
One ..©f the esters was also investigated! as might he . 
anticipated from"the results of Scheibler and ?oss(!04)* 
the.recovered, ester was completely r&eemised* . .
•The tabulated-results show, that these esters.undergo 
raoemlsatlon very readily when mixed with"a molecular 
proportion of sodium elhoxlde/ln concentrated alcoholic • 
solution*- the most, marked example being methyl.phenyl- , 
methyl&eetate# which might be expected t$ show a greater ’ 
tendency towards-proton release than the two purely aliphatic 
esters• .
■ There, is a considerable body of ©yi&en©e*C:contributed 
largely by ifcKensie and his e©-*work©rs{IPS*"! 07)») showing that 
extensive and often complete ra'cemisatlcn. occurs during 
alkaline hydrolyse of .^substituted e&rboxylie estersf 
and It appears, thatvracemisation.cf. the' ester precedes" 
its sapo.nifieation{1©5j* -,This. conclusion receives additional 
support from the. recent.. findings. ft' Blokelf t®6) that# ■ whereas 
the. methyl ester of .3>y5 *b©nxeyi«^ph©nylpr©pionie acid 
readily undergoes racemisatlon at f60 when dissolved in 
m  excess of a methyX^&leohoiio- solution of sodium hydroxide*
■37*
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yet the free acid remains unaffected* .. , .
Finally*" it may be recalled "that.'esters -of ,'trl substituted 
acetic' aeids and of ecl&a containing an asymmetric centre 
' other than in the'^position undergo alkaline', hydrolysis 
without suffering any lose in optical actlvltyf'foy j *
! PlscmsslOfH
* . .There can be little doubts therefore* that the action 
' of" sodium ethexlde m  m  ester does’' in fact result in the 
formation of a eodlo~derlvotire. in appreciable .quantity* 
and that Its formation Involves the release of" a,proton 
from the ^ osrbon atom* .
Commenting on these. results £ 10S) « WatsenC.109) considers 
that although.,the existence of an equilibrium between 
ester* eth'oxl&e Ion and ester anion is proved* It has- no 
bearing m  the condensation reaction; he favours'a 
mechanism for the latter resembling ClaisenVs original 
scheme (pf 35I of* hiecte&nn{9$).)* and .believes that the 
action, of the base in bringing about the condensation 
is chiefly an "activation* of a molecule of ester by form­
ation of an addltIon-complex or otherwise. Whilst It 
cannot be denied that* as no eesadtnsallon product was 
formed In the present experiments* they do not afford 
proof of any. particular mechanism.for the .condensation* 
they do remove the difficulty mferred to - earlier*. namely : 
that the formation of the sodio^derlvative of the ester 
.tinder the Influence under the influence of sodium ethoxide
6@u&d not be demonstrated* In view of this, a mechanism
such m  Hauser*a Interpretation !0&) of feffe and. bapeorth**
seems preferable to the .postulation ©f am
#actlvatlor* of a vaguely specified nature* It Is perhaps
pertinekt to sole'tether#' If .-the latter be the true ■ 
e
melanism# the sedie^derivatiTO-now knmm i# be present 
is, entirely unreaeilvs*.::, ■ v- ,■ ' .
;■. T m . exact reason for the- yaoemlsatlen of the' mesomenle ■
ion
B
> Q c S b
E# I
has.also been queried# It tmm very doubtful.shether 
the ^arbenien*. structure .:,■
Bx- p
■■ ' ; ^ cl f
b * ^ . t
could maintain its ietrshedrsi- eoafi^uratlon (ef* pp# ..
7* JO)#, end configuration of'to hybrid resting state 
is quit® tmknewn* However# a m m  Va to. rseemisstion ■
Is available. thrrd^lvthe "enelate* structure : '
^  0^ *0 
RV; x
end It is very probable that the. resting-state of the 
molecule suffers frequent statistical disturbances ; * 
towards this tautomeric structure* 6£ also the introduction# 
pp. ?*t©#. - .
C®hnifg
■ A systematic programme of research into n&s&turated. 
"Optltallj active'alcohols lias ■ commenced %  Kenyon :&hd M s  
eo^workero* starting with the resolution of ©^dimethyl* 
alljri “alcohol C 4^penten^d*oI*' VII) in If33( 119) sat:;
#f alcohol-(KVX){! 11)# ?ari of '
this investigation has •boon allied mtrely at obtaining .
■;•'/ : ( v i i )  m m ^m *m (m m  (m i )  m m ^m *m {m }m
data on the relationship between unsatur&tlom and rotatory 
power{I f e l t  of greater interest are experiments 
on the proteiropy(7Q) and substitution reactions (70 *4$) 
of the substituted allyl • alcohols &M their Use-in 
carrying out asymmetric syntheses(§4) mentioned in the ".• 
introduction* also the as .yet unexplained Isomerism 
undergone by o^dimetbyX&Ilyl &Xc©hol(&5)#. This alcohol
O'
displays muiaret&tlen* changing f r m  0(5^ 4 1«0 to - 
oCfyf*®® in. a regular manner after, a variable Induction 
period* The.fresh alcohol can fee converted Into its 
chloride* the rotation of which varies from *38° to *9®* 
and which is easily hydrolysed - to a third modification -
«*4 | «»
\nodif leaiica. of. tee alcohol ,'cf *4# in all cases'
{J£CLin the hs ccm®m& state| .&#■ 1J» the* ^ mtaretated11'. 
"f#ra ean fee eesnperted':teek' to fix© nerts&ai'(*}J|*fcydr0e®» '
' phte&llc ester# end is reduced to .
\earfelaol substantially. optically piro# flit ’ third form -.
;noi gives Inactive ■ earfeindl and "'■
"m inactive‘bromine addition, pvcduet Cfi# £$)# feut actually 
' fields tli©' rm&mie tydregen tete&ito ester# the vlev 
wan erl$lna21;r advanced' teat the second #r imstereiated
■ . ' " 01%  "
form ©fetainod a cyclic ee&pound ■• .and - ■
•. ;. ir N 0 NII
teat the fofss trm the chloride. owed its activity purely 
to dissyweirj ©f the .double 'bond* 'Originally induced .
;fef Um mjwmtrie e&rfeon aiest teieh has since feteB r&eenised* 
Bell* these .hypeihoses'are tow regarded'as untenable( f£?*tSi )* 
With rapml to: tee p@ssiM.iitj of .a double Mad: giving 
rise to optical activity# KgKensie( H4| postulated a similar 
^xmmmon$ tee asyraetry of a .cdrfeen^ l gro^P#‘to explain 
tee 'autaMtatien displaced -fey certain mmthyt enters 
of keto«aeids* It is noteworthy teat eoteyl ciimea&teC t IS)' 
and ^ mteyloimasdc esters(I !€) do rot imterolate* 
end test tee former esters do so-only in alcoholic sel<* 
utlon? this phenomenon. ■ therefore items to fee unconnected 
with te© wterotetlea of c^dimethylsliyl alcohol* whlolf 
Is not observed in solution* Retention of induced asymmetry 
in a doufele tend after removal of the indue tire f e-roe
;(!«** tlit mfmmtrie earbon atom) has. been advanced ©nee pc 
before- to account for otherwise inexplicable activity# ■ 
by' Irlemoyar "(Jun«)« who believed that he had ©fetalned 
optically active eimsnic acid m& bcnsaldtfeydet 11TJ#
' Je; his experimental .ofeservaiitns. have Men shewn to - 
bs'..: inaccurate, and due ta Impurityf US)# M s  hypothesis ' 
is of no.further ecnoora* Tfcilst such a theory seerna 
to,fit the facts of the present ease# it eat hardly, 
find a place In current valency theory* and must bo 
coneldered unlikelyfor thit reason# Lowry and Walker{1!i) 
advanced the theory, some. ite? ego# that induced asyncetry - , 
in- 'ah.'unsaiur&tsd. group ;!«  isaho a largo emtrlfeution 
to the rotatory,'power.of . a compound# 'tee Yieir new sort 
generally hold' is thvt the contribution due to induced 
dissymmetry, .is verysmall# end that the largo Influence 
'of imsaturetion'on rototory newtr is. due /to the strong 
"absorption bend of the double bonded structure.and to 
vloi^ial offoots(te3}*..teo. duostion of induced' &syiinstry, ,. 
as applied to aaynmetric synthesis hat. boon mentioned 
in the - Introduction and nixi.be. discussed -further.,
later* .. . . . - . . v ■'
~d! **** I tipResolution
previously. described it®
tee resolution.'©f .an alcohol to, teioh..the. constitution
ocr^ -trimethylailyl alcohol. C^netl^fl^^pentenps^ol#
/- .:•  ^ ■ . - . - -  , , ■ (
M i l }  was recorded In c o r ^ c t l m  w i t h  the s h o w #  in ve st iga ti ons 
by Ikztmn and &enyen(tat)#;; fhe evidence on which the 
constitution, .el. t h i s : a l o o h o l  was b a s e d  is as .fellows* 
^atriisgejfXtrlaetbylessa glared {^ .methflpsr.tan-/?^ -. 
dial#. XIX)#prepared tf reduction of Iiasetcne alcohol# , 
was,dehydrated. If hasting with a trace of iodine# thereby 
there was o b t a i n e d  a ©ixture. of a he&adiene (b«p«. 75~?&i>) 
and a hexenol (b#p* in approximately ©uual
proportion#
(xra) . ., M e a €iG.l*€H{OIi);:e ■ { M i l l }  no20tCH*CH$CKa
(«%}., m ad { O H ) im) a%iaio#cHa*CH{oa}Mo
this hydroeaTb^i *■ to wbieb the. structure { M i l l )  
was assigned *» la reported ms hawing been obtained by 
heating the glycol sentioned above with (43 aiuninium 
chloride(152}*. Cb} aniline hydrebremtdeC 113}# or Co) 
tgr. heating one hexenol {of b*p* 130 **' I3t0* obtained 
by partial dehydration, of. the glycol and to which thfe 
constitution {M i l } ,  was assigned) with aniline fcydrebreaide 
nS3}v .
, It appmmd of Interest to investigate the isomeric
Ejj».thyA prms&sl^lzi $M£§&HSl {f»saM*4
XX) with a view te soap-srias it with the /S^ -conpcund,
and also to studying the possibility of .carrying out 
at* asynmetric synthesis from it on the linos .of .the 
experiments. described by Kenyon and ?ertrld$e( H4) {p# t§}* • 
the dIUearblnoI was 'therefore prepared by the infraction
Of ^ *@ethyl&lXyX megs#slum chloride and' aeei&ldehyde* 
s factional, crystallisation of, the brucine salt of., the 
.-hydrogen phtealic ester' of, thin c&rMntl led to-the ab\:a--:, 
-.Isolation of .{■#} end-;{*}nethyl-«|3^ ©ethylaliyl earMJyl '
on hydrolysis yielded1. (♦) said'" 
v {<*} :nethyl^ n^ethylallyl'^  carbinels respectively# .
. It was soon apparent -.that/ there was: aremarkable 
:■ cteoordanee in. the. melting, points and rotatory powers ■?
"; of, these eo&poun&s snd-those, of ...the .oorreopendiag derlv*;.-- 
:■: etives. described hgr M m m  and XtnyenC 1 SI 3 * A detailed ' . 
aeries :ef.,&i2md'malting petet.-deteralnatlons-- of.; t h e ■: 
Jh* i~* feM'dlteydro&en phtb&lic'esters and of tha:dl»;'
/ -g^xenylurete&nes left. no doubt ai. te: the otupleta' identity 
. of. the:- two alcohols# ■;.■. ■ .-:■* n ^ ~
- .; A further scrutiny of'the literature revealed that '
tee hydrocarbon. obtained. by■:. tee dehydration..: of .o&ffa r :l ~
:■. trinethyltrlneteylene glycol is actually ^ ^isethyl* "
.;: butadiene {XXIIIJ ■ (farmer*. Lawenoe. and. Scott( 124) *} - 
■and not ttfotdlmeteylbutadien© £X?XII} m  had been' suppoted 
by tea earlier worhere#.;fhi$;new-.re»ult;.throw»' doubt# h-V 
:■ as was indeed suggested by Fanaer#. Lawrence . and;. Scott# 
on,:the structure of;.tee;alcohol .obtained by partial •
■; dehydration of tee - glycol * a doubt. white, m u  strengthened 
■'Whet*' these workers failed to "recognise"acetone among Its ' " 
preduets of oxidation#
It-hm now been found-that the' lins&tur&ted hydrocarbon#
:■... ^45# '
obtained W  %h® direct coaplet# d®hydr&tIoa ef oM^ ** 
trim©thyltrisia thy 1©n© glycol ant:' also by ih©' further '* 
dehydration ’ of the. ho»©nol: obtained &a: a partial dehydration 
iproduet^  -ooabinoa with jsaieie ahhjrdrid© to fora 3 $5*. 
dim#thy 1#4 -tetral^dre^thaXie anhydride in exeellent'" ,- 
yiel&i it ■ is therefor© o<&dl&etl^lhut&dlene(\Z5) *
: '■'■this tetn in'©animation with the-'aynth&aia
©f- th© .unaatareted'aleohol deaoribed'above* jwresc^ttlt© 
definitely that th© 'dehydration of ©(o^trtootbyltrlmethyion©
glycol i&kee place in the - following two ,
m #K ■ . ‘ . 1 w ■ ■ ■ ^ ' -
f a )  ■'■■■{mij - { m i l )
and that 'th© ale^hol'telloYod hy Stewen'imd’Ket^ ett to bo 
<><$?£ trim®thylallyX alcohol is aotually motliyl*3*niet!iyisilyl
. l :
©srblniX#'
Additional support for this structure of the aleohol 
has been'obtained by ©aonolysis* BiBos' dooomposition:
th# Qgonido gave* not acetone# but 
in good yield*
■' i(*}Methyl^ *isethylallyl oarbtttyl 'hydrogen phthalate 
was obtained If" M m m  and Kenyan by crystallisation ■ 
of the etryehaln© salt of. the ^ ^,4iydr©gen phthalate" 
obtained by decoiapoeltion of the’more.eeluble fractions
now appears# however* that the catalytic dehydration, 
preduet is not a safe fguide to th# constitution ©f an ■ 
una&turated ale&hel* Bm p*^*
■r"'. ■ /C-'0K'k'
0t the brucine salts# It feat m w  been found that these 
hroeine salts on ©ryataXlisotion trm m#%hjt &Xeohci» -1 :
in-plae© of acetone# .readily'yield thebrucine'-'salbvef ; 
the optically pure (*}hydr©gem phth&iie;ester* ' -
Tm optical properties of .this aXebhol t have boon- 
briefly discussed by. totus and E#ny#iif Its)* It #3dsibite 
complex dispersion* fho paradher his also Peon determined ■ 
(Sxporlsaontal' mctim9 .p#£7)*
MtgmateC AgBagtelq,
' ■ '-Kenyon.' a M  Partridge*s experiment# Cp# Si) '«ere / 
eoiapXie£t©& by the presence of two centres ©f asymmetry 
arialng from one asymm©trio synthesis* etgv. '• ■ 
fhCH®GH*CII{Oa}lla-^ riiGiBi*,feBr, C!l(GIJ.)H®^ BiEHBy,CH3a?*gOH9 
ehereai the present eoapotimd"©a undergoing a stellar 
addition mould,giro rise to on© only* '
"OH :;; ;Br " €11 : ' H ■ ;-
.1 { *I „ '
sO-CE^O*/© eif*Br*C*CH£o*lS» ' CHJBrH^CB^CCSte
L & 1 fc r 1 * t
(SOT) h 110 H 1&» ( W I )
(JCSST)
ils0| the double"hond to be opened la in this.ease further 
remiired t rm ' the' original centre of asymmetry* reaction
wa s  c a r r i e d  out# M b  it wa#- f o un d t h a t # ■ a l t h o u g h  the 
b r o m i n e  a d d i t i o n  p T O d u o b  (XI?) p o s s e s s e d  a higgh; r o t a t o r y   ^
p o w e r  { h o me g* * J,* §*§)' the'-ketone (XX?X)
w a s  ^ u l t e : In ae t y e *  I t  it © y l d t n b  that t o  m j m m e t r i e 'a y n *  
t h e s i s  h a s  baleen p l ac e he re # an d  It is s p i t e  r e a s o n a b l e
CH«*«c-r* *<d
'f P e s e r ib e d  b y  th e m  m  &{$$»%rim t h y l & l l y 1 a lc o h o l*
#*47 *
to eem&et.thts with fee fact that;:;tha,d®ttbl0 ..bond .to 
fetch.addition takes ..place it la the )Cinstead of.,the ^ 3 pos~ 
itlcn to M m  centre.of asjcameipy* ©wing. to the.unstable 
..and intractable nature of .the ditromo«al'eohol ■ and ketone# 
no attempt at a separation of diaatereolsa^orldea'.omild 
be made# .,.
Pisctiesfeit*
■>»< >«h>' IaVn«i/wSk' iS3Sh iy arperffP;
If-lt.be assumed that induced asymmetry o f :the double 
bond .cannot -influence the proportion® of fee-dies tereo** 
Iso&erle addition, products famed# a# was concluded by 
Kei^on'and T~r%r 1%#CS4}*/ §011® explanation. ae be" hew 
theirenergies- of . formation have bmm®. Identical in the. 
p m $ m %  'oaise. is" required#'-this" would appear to be only 
possible on purely"atari© grounds'-*' the extra ’pCZlg* 
group bringing the double bond: so far away from fee 
centre-Of asymmetry feat in# oonflgtarailon 'of the latter 
cannot "help‘or hinder fee appr©afe:a n d ’addition''of fee 
bromine malooisl# in any particular direction# If bn the 
other hand asymmetrical .addition Aeea dopond' ©a - some 
kind: o f ' induced dlasymsetry in fee double bond# it Is 
not difficult to Imagine how Increased distance from 
the centre of asymebry could result in "Its disappearance#.. 
Z m h  a phenomenon la Immediately remsniseeni of fee 
transmission of an Induetire effect (IX}#- suggesting 
an electronic mechanism# and it is of Interest to apply
■
Burton' and IrsgoXd*® thoory ©f ■bromine 126) • :
t o ' I M s  tjpe of a a y r a e i r l © : synthosls#' fh© first' step" ■: 
pootul&tod is th© • transforms©; o f  a'pair o f  • electrons' 
JTroa-tho double bond t © 'on® 'o f  ■ tho esrfeon atoms-(#v f  •-■ 
cha»@ei‘under the in fl u e n c e  of tho -ap2#©&ehttt|g 
brosiiie m®leeule)tV;' ^
Carbon atoBtoow^takes up * of begins to tat# up * a- 
tetrahedral ter^rcement* tee ecnflgurailon of ehieh depends 
o n  the direction In which the electron ^ ir mmm  out# .
I f  It is s u b j e c t e d  to a  d l s s y n r e t r i e & l  el ee t r l e  field*
other# Cfliis dom  m %  e x el ud e tve possibility of the lone 
pair oscillating from ©no side to the o t h © r f in wMoh 
e a s e  it witM 021M b i t  "a s t a t i s t i c a l  p r e f e r e n c e  for pm  
c o nf ig ura ti on# ) Th e  n m % stop is .the ad di t i o n  ,to this
'atom o f  a  b r o m i n e  b a l l o n  * .the d i r e c t i o n  o f  a p p r o a c h ' o f -- 
which is probably governed by siMlar factors * whoso 
position, pain** tuates t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  bfe# lo ne p a i r  an d the 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  a s s u m e d  b y  the oa r b o n  a t o m
1 f
it will talc© up ©no possible position: in p r e f e r e n c e  to the
Carbon .atom \ has by this % im & a planar
configuration* as Ib.h&a only a sextet* The last stage, 
is the addition to thl^  of the. bromine anion* Tm ©onflg- 
uratlon ■ of the resultant ietravsleat' carbon a tom, will ,'• 
be determined by. the-'side on which the ion approaches# 
lb Is however an experimental. tm % that -it always: enters• -. 
In th^ jo&me sense relative to tlg§ other bromine atom* 
because the addition product consists of two mA not ' 
fo u r I sobers I the • reason suggested Is that. the bromine ■ • 
molecule m m r becomes, ■completely dissociated* a# that ■ 
tmns^Mdltlon' is lnhiblted{©4) # The above -theory , merely 
pits Into the language of the electroplo-theory'the idea 
that# under the Influence of -ths ;asymmetric centre#' the 
'double'bond suffers's one-sided strain-arid tends to open- - 
on-one, side in.preference-to, the other* To this'extent „ 
it possesses a/ certain dissymmetry# Ihdugh not necessarily 
in the ■ ICcKensie sense*- Thisvslaple picture unfortunately, 
does m% account for the wide variation in the proportions 
of. diaetmreOisoHicrides with' :the temperature at which the-gp. 
reaction talcos pl&ee(p.2$*.}*': This gives' some In&le'abicn 
'©f ; th© actual, complexity' of-. the .factors influonaing' the 
reaction, and merits further Investigation ..in other cases*
, , Asymmetric syntheses of the Me&ensl© type described 
In the Introduction (p* 26) could probably be explained- 
along similar lines*-' It is noteworthy that, in these*
.the double bond to be opened is In, the $ position to
tli* ©entr© ©f aaymetryi ■ ■
2T fi:°( £
■ ■ ;, n»C*&>0~WF ■' ■■■■:
*l/« v
so that an. afcysawtrle synthesis **uld hardly -tee .©xpoeted■
on ■■•grounds In Ylew of the above result*’ fhe :
*xlst*nee; assd. pre-pagatlm of. a dissymmetri©, strain in 
the double llsi&tes might however b© €©im«et©& with the 
©<mjwgatl$n.©f th* iw©'double bonds*,; ■
Bseh&r&e Eaaotlong between Hydrogen Phlhall© Eaters mA
reaetiom of bjdrogm phthalic eater© 
of, the type- E%€M(OtCJO*CgH^ «€OOH| *R* liter© E ls an tXeetrom** 
releasing group* is the. more or leas ready replaeememi 
©f the £fc$h&lat© group.by the formate* settat© or alhoxy 
group when they are treated with fowl©. or aeetle. ac-Id# . 
or m#thy1# ©thy! ©r a-fcutyl alooho!respeeiively# with - 
.the elimination of ftithallo soldi ■ :
^R*CS4l*- . ♦ . OH^COOE / H-ffllE1 ; ♦ S6l4 (e0©fl)t
Lm^QU^Goon ; L m * m 3
R.CH-R* 4 CH^OH ■ : R.0B*R* * CgK4(C0CH)a
o.co.CgH^coca och3 , ;
fha ease with which this replacement takes. piaee-:-!© © ■. 
rough measure of ibt eieeiroa^vele&slng capacity of.tl© 
group B# The reaction is undergone by -the. hydrogen phth&Xlc 
esters of ail substituted ally! aleohols (B » ) .
(43*70#t£S)# i©2zd»ar©aatlo alechel© (B * an!fly!*
or IS?# I SB)* and methyl fury! carbinel' -
CR « ("j^K ftp). Wsers* R &nd R* 'era Usth alkyl 'group* *
0
the hydrogen phthal&ics arc absolutely non^rcaetive towards 
these- reagents#' Xf the $hj5h&I&t© is optically -active# 
the product la’ invariably strongly raeeslsod# an inversion ■ 
of eenfl&tF*tlc& jwmtliie* taking piece! evidently the
reaction proceeds mainly' by dissociation’of the phtkalako 
into a. earbinyi katlon and the hydrogen phthslate anion# 
fa; the' allyl series ■■the repl&csmoafc- is senstfaes' acccnpcnied
by. tsomeri© change* o * g #Ofcphosyi&XXy X hydrogen phtk&X&te 
is converted-into ^phcpylallyX formate{ta§)p
mteoem.
i
Xtithalate# - ’■ : ■v ; -
; . Duveea and Eimyoit*-believing their'compound to b© 
ol^*t?fasthyX&llyX alcohol# were unable'to explafa why 
its hydrogen i&thalie ester failed to imdergO 'replacements 
similar to the abave(l30).« from the’ action §f formic ■ 
acid in chloroform seXuiiea m  the (t)phthalate {m*p* 
42%&Jj^jii6«70.-in. CB?l^ ') they recovered a crystalline"- 
saturated hydrogen- phthalio ester of^CJ^6/t50*0°#. m*p«
90°* and aoleoular.. weight-.. IPt&-units higher than that 
required for-'-the, original-ester#-suggesting the addition' 
of. the elements of water# fas-phthai ate'is unaffected 
by acetic acid* methyl .or ethyl-alcohol#-.
. . -:■ The discovery' that this alcohol was not a substit^tuted
ally! alcohol threw m  entirely new 11-dab on these results#
It seemed probable that the nett result of the' reaction 
• was in fact the addition of the elements of water., to the- 
double;bond# giving either (JDCH7II) or (:KX/XXX)*
■ 0H{ OEI# * y' :'' ': ^ "
ciia»c."®«CHa.ciai3< p 7 n,o ' (xr/ii) c.co,c,.h4cooii 
0,C0.C6n ^ ^ ^  M8^(cai ,ra2* aia> V
. CKsrin)o,co,c$a4c0CH
fa', order bo ■ settle. the matter#the - action of ferale. acid
m  thedl l^ardroiten phbhal&ie. was re*investigated* The
■product'' in'- this - proved to be mery eialXle&bXe#. tut ■
"it was hydrolysed by. caustic coda to^^tPlmebhyXirlnsth-
ylene' glyeol^ - (3CIXj sec p# 44)* identified as. its di~(3tS*
- ^ MltroBenicat#)* ..the reaction.-product Is. therefore /{TOTXfI)«
■ ■ , c . . . - -  Me^0#C%«€fiMe
Ito^ C(G3)»CHaC: {01 )"©" *| * I
* ' V  * )-, O.dBO 0*00«C^£LCOOH .
iwiri
/ (SDK)
It 'is not'clear :how-anhydroua formic acid can effect..
; the addition of the element© of, water* •'Bo,:.intermediate v -
■: compound'- (2QCXX) . was encountered* - although. it. is.'quite
possibly formed#-Svolutlon'of Carten-monoxide, was not
;:'eheerved«:-Addition of water by the;action of concentrated' "
sulphuric acid is. a-.known...reactlonC tj!5# so that, the, reaction
■ is not unique# It will fee, shorn, later that the reactivity
of the' double bond in this alcohol and lbs derivative®*
at the expense of unreactivity of the functional group#
-33- ' . *
is entirely1' Is accordance with' electronic theory* 
o(ffl*lgrimethylallyl Aloe^ol ( f ).».
In view .of the feet that the compound examined by 
buveen s M  Kenyonfljt) is mow proved to be the /^isomer# 
it was considered desirable to investigate the genuine 
<^&trl@eihylMly3. aletlieX* fti# properties' of this substance 
provide a very interesting contrast with those of its .
Isomerf- fp« Which it' differ# oalf" in the position of the 
double bond# , .
b M rm n and KeryohS deeerlptien’■ was 'brought
about;by the'.eeafusion. .existing-in .the. literature ever ' 
^^trlaethylallyl: «aecho! and• Its isomers# A 'erltte&l . 
surveyor the smbjtot* which is of importanoe in" the 
vetudyof AleutsC13a) may therefore be issde# the first; 
referent# to ^  ^ trimethylaliyl alcohol is is a paper ‘;
■by" Courtst( !&$)*•'■ who states that, he obtained' it-' in ©mall’-' 
yield by'the action ©f;aqueous potassium e&rbcm&te on the 
laetene (ZEE) i M s  description is cult# possibly .
but he - only oharaetorlsos his product If its b*p*# 65°/38 ism* 
Is If 14 &jrrlafci&es( Id) described.its preparation'by'"'-::Ai 
catalytic dehydration' of ►trlsetbyltrisetbylese glycol# 
fhls iaiindleated as a preparative method-in most 'hsndboobe 
(133)* and. was used by'buveon and - Kenyon • tui/'frosi the 
present worb it fellows■cults definitely that'the product
. . .  m3*km .
■ Asf' " ' ' " x
Is the 2d-; Isomer* 0utilem©imt{ 134) claimed its preparation 
by -the oxidation ;©f ^*»m©thyl-A-pontone.- (XXXX)* -but . ■ 
iiira later paper be states that - the ^redact is yet .another
--;... , / -■ A ' -
Isomer*'^«iaethyX«»A*pehtan^^6»el {XX&1XH 135)« -,..... ■
: ■ : feCT#CHlr*€M#2t0O " E0*CH_\ : '
_/ . Kai'.- . ** ■
, ;<CTC) -c a ■ (XOTX) v:,.;-
, l^2C«0S#CHaM# . MOgC*sCHE%Br a Y 1-'^
■ '*, (XXXZIZ) .^:/y,/'\:.,,,
. . A far, lassambiguous preparation Is that of: Kmstinski 
{136) * by ...the,: Interaction; of aeetaXdehyde" and'-- isoerotyl 
marroslun.bromide {ZXZII1)* but doubts have' even been cast 
on -the authenticity ofthe-.material from . this ■ reactiea( 137)* 
finally there is the alternative Orlgnard reaction# from 
^methylerotontldehyde and methyl magnesium bromide |. 
this has been used by Bacon and Farmer(137) t proved 
by oxidation to aceteme and./.lactic aold that their product 
was. ststhsntlo rt^-trimethylallyl alcohol# ■ =
Pretire ttan .of
' .the.preparation ©f this alcohol by. both' the possible 
©rign&rd.reactions has already bees performed# as"Just - 
mentioned• .Both have been repeated in the ■.present invea- 
ligation in .an.attempt to prepare the alcohol In reasonable 
quantity# The .reaction between "activated* magnesium# 
isocrotyl bromide snd-.acetaldehyde(-136 J* was found to be • ; * 
very sluggish end incomplete#. From the resulting .material .
- 5 5 -
wasebtained: a .product * b* p*. 50 —►58/gQ mm., which was 
evidently. Tory;.Impure.and.could not be conclusively 
.identified„as ^ ^iriaethy.lEllyl alcohol*
Bacon .and Farmer rs method*, on the other hand* was" 
found to work well. The above workers claimed for this 
reaction a yield of .50^  of impure material! it has now 
been, found that by dilution of both drignard reagent 
and.aldehyde with a large proportion of ether* yields 
of Y5%...of pure, distilled,alcohol* b.p. 43 V; 52^/16 am** 
could be. obtained* Since Fischer and L$wsnberg( 156) 
claim a yield of 30% of ^ methylerotonaldehyde from' 
ordinary•amyl alcohol* It should be possible to prepare 
d^trimethyiallyl alcohol in &2i$ yield from this starting 
material. ;
From.Mesityl’ Oxide. .The.'Constitution ef "Mesltyl,.
toM§4,
Xt appeared'that 'another possible preparation .of 
trine'thylallyl alcohol'would be' by reduction of 
the corresponding ketone*- mes.ityl oxide* The Ponndorff* 
Meerwein method of reducing ketones by means of aluminium • 
isopropoxi&e has been applied to unsaturated ketones by 
lund( 139)* who' found..that' although, the product in’ such 
cases was;usually mainly the isopropyl ether.of the 
unsaturated alcohol* mesityl oxide was completely 
reduced to the saturated alcohol (methyl Isobutyl earblnol). 
Using a slight modification of Lund*3 procedure* however*
- 5 6 -  ;
Arcus s,nd_K®nyon( 140) succeeded,in reducing butyli&en®-
Tsceione., to. tbb corresponding ^ saturated.; alcohol*/ The - 
. reduction: of seslbyl' oxide by . their, method was ’.theref or®
■ attempted* -and trim® thy ^
as ..its ■ p x^eny lure thane *: identical with-that .from;' the; - \a, „
alcohol': obtained’:by Bacon and.’farmer*s method) was ’obtained
in'. seme/1*5#:yield* the product/ being ■ very ^impure* /Ho: /■-/
methyl ioohutyl carbine! mas ..encountered*.. Deux(. 141) -:
••
and. Dupont.and.Menut(142). .'have since , described, the sucess-
ful reduction . of -mesityl oxide - inv the, s&s®. .manner ! the / 
latte* workers further claimed .to-.-.haw® shown (mainly . 
on, the evidence, of. Banian spectra) that; mesityl -oxide-,..
(and.;,its;.derivatives) consist "of -a' mixture 'of’- 'two isomers 
(XXXIV) and (XXXV)* present in';the. proportion ©f about 
$t 1 * No chemical,; separation of th@, two was obtained* . ; /.
- ( XXXIV) M#2f’0Hf CH.COM® ' " (XXX?)’ CB^tCM©*01^01#
The,reduction product obtained..as above was.-' therefor® : - 
re*®xamined, and. after heating with, phthslic, anhydride ■/■, 
in pyridi&a (whereby trim®thy 1 ally 1 alcohol is destroyed!
see, below) a small, quantify' of ^ ,*methyI-^-p©nten^-yl . 
hydrogen phthalste was finally, isolated* Evidence. is, 
thus presented,that the original:mesityl.oxide.contained 
a, small.,proportion of (XXXV) However, It might, be .noted , 
that,-.Arcus and Kenyon( 140) observed cis-trans intereon- ■
- version'bf' lsdm@rides;''duriiiS':reducti©n,vsh-that-•it* ^
; is; Just' ■ possible that: Formdorff-Meerwein reduction' -might . 
■'also ;result -iii-- a-shift of the'1 double .bond*-,'' ■
'.,i: Attempts; toprepare' thecorresponding■• uneaturated ■, 
'amine."'by reducing .iaesityl oxide -oxim® were tmsucessful* 
Dehydration of ^ -Methyl- fCn®nten~/&»oI»
;In-' a ‘careful examination 'of -the -■ catalytic dehydration 
of tmsaturated; alcohols, Bacon' and 'Farmer(1J?) found' 
that etfffctrim©thy 1 ally 1 alcohol■'gay® -dimethyIbutadien®
(Will) along' with ■’&" very' small' quantity of ©<3Cdim#thyl- 
butadiene ('XXXXX),' both characterised 'by their maleic 
'■anhydride' addition 'products' (of* pv 46). On '.the "other:
iV fX l I ) ' Me^ Oj(JH#CHtCBg- ' ' (XXIII)/CHgSaMe.aHsCIIMe,
hand,:Dupont and■Menut{142) described the dehydration as.
■ yielding only the o( T-compound' (X X ll l) , 'identified by : 
its Raman spectrum.' fhe dehydration, was therefore ".-carried 
out using alcohol" both from mesityl'oxide and from^methyl- 
crot'onaldehyde*' The surprising result was observed that, 
whether aniline hydrobroaide or iodine"was used as'catalyst, 
the product was entirely the^J*dieme. Unfortunately,
.the- reaction was not''carried out -on’ fresh material as  ^
prepared by Ban on' and Farmer* b method* Dr*' Farmer’- has, 
however, ' informed'us in a private communication:that 
further.unpublished' experiments indicate that the- subject 
is sore complicated than Appears from his paper, and
tlmt-In many-'dehydratioms two :isomeric di@nas may appear 
In' varying; proportions,; according■ to th#catalyst,;'or ■ 
possibly the-'experimental , conditions* ;.
; T h e  S t a b i l i t y :© f ; odfiLTr l m e t h y l l l l y l r E s t e r s  *
:;;The:hydrogen ’ititbalictester of this alcohol proved , 
unexpectedly difficult; to -/prepare owing''to the groat •. 
ease "-with.-which''it bliiidnated - phtiiaiic--' acid*' The;; usual- 
ei©thod 'of;: preparation, ■' by warming the alcohol with' phthalie 
;.a,nh?drido. in - pyridine,' only resulted. in ■ formation of ■: 
phthalie acid#';It was 'finally prepared by,a.-method: -*■ 
which, has been used for tertiary;alcohols* vistreating 
the potassio-derlvative of the alcohol with phthalie 
anhydride*. Once prepared it'was'^an^^ 
deposited phthalie anhydride "immediately • on warming;
.the other product of decomposition .did ..not; appear-t© 
be a hexadiene but' complex; high-boiling material*;-;In;:;,
’view of the ■ instabilityo-and;difficulty: of--preparing - - 
the hydrogen phthalate* ■a fullwseale eptles.1iresolu tion 
could"' not be attained* .Thevjglnitrdbenzoate . eeu3 d not be 
prepared, although; the potafesium method- wm not .' tried*
'.The "acetate Is more stable, and '.was.- readily ..prepared in 
the usual manner*'Krestinski^136) observed the formation 
of some - hOxa&lene >fter; long heating of the alcohol. 
with acetic anhydride*' The - greater- stability of "the. 
acetate is evidently connected with; the lower-electron-*
capacity of ths acct&t# group* ■'
 The "properties " of trim© thy laXly 1 alcohol " appear
;t©fb© so dlft^ren^itOBjthQBe of *(^ -dimethylallyl alcohol 
':as'to east little light,on. the changes undergone by the 
latter compound* :
. Dimethyl Drooenyl CarMnol* . .
: In view of the possibility of 0^ ^ *  trim© thy lallyl, 
alcohol and its;derivatives undergoing aril on© tropic change, 
attempts were., made to prepare derivatives of dimethyl 
propenyl . car bind W$^brI®ethyXalIyl alcohol, ♦methyl* 
*^ S^ »pe&ten«p6»el, XXXfl) which would be . the end-products
 ^ (XXXVI) M 20(OH)*CH=0OTe
of .such a change* Its hydrogen phthalat® has been prepared 
by the method described"on the preceding page, and curiously 
enough proved to be rather more stable than o( trim©thy 1- 
allyl hydrogen phih&late* This is probably due to the 
fact that It is crystalline, whereas the latter ester 
is an oil* Ho other derivatives have been obtainable 
owing to the great ease with which it dehydrates*
Comparison of Electronic Effects in the. Unsaturated 
Alcohols*.
A characteristic property of substituted allyl alcohols 
and their derivatives is the *T effect of the ethylenic 
structure* This Is displayed nof only in the tendency
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of those compound®- t© undergo is ©meric.-change, hut in 
an electron release.to..the- radical,attached to th© carbinyl
The result is at general looseness of this functional 
group'and reactivity of the- molecule towards nue'leophili©
reagents* As - mentioned ©n p*St th® .hydrOgfn^Shthalic^
esters "of ; these .alcohols'1 readily undergo. replacement
reactions\ - the .alcohols also \^ eitdily5giT®rchl©ro*ooisp@ahds>-
Milchiare'hydrolysed with-corresponding■ease -by • reagents 
such as m aqueous'suspension of -chalk*; Thetr active. 
hydrogen -phthalic esters are easily r&cemls®d’by hydrolysis 
with dilute alkali (of* p* 1T)|.an 'explanation of this 
curious phenomenon has . been advanced, .by Arcus, and Keny©a(46)* 
The reactions undergone ,by methylthylallyl' 
carbind offer a striking contrast to.the behaviour 
of,the ally! alcohols•’The alcohol, it-is true, can be 
dehydrated fairly readily,, but on heating with phthalic 
anhydride and pyridihifc it gives.the hydrogen;phthalate 
with little oi" no’-phthalic acid; a, specimen of‘the.latter 
ester two years old was found to contain only a small 
proportion of phthalic. bbId*--As already described* this 
phthalate is unattached 'by th© usual Mreplacement1*: reagents 
except formic-acid, which results in addition at the
ethylenlc linkage*;* ; Duveen and Kenyon likewise obtained
results(130) which,. though inconctuslve, indicated that
the'action of hydrogen chloride resulted in preferential
formation of an addition.productj they al 0 found.that
the phthalate was never-raeemised" on hydr©lysis{12t}* ..
It here seems that thh weak. .tT effect of.• the functional
group {hydroxyl or phthalate), unsuppressed by the *T
effect of a ^double bond,'is able not only, to increase
the firmness, by which this group.is held, but to assist
the Inductive..'effects in'; the. earbom chain in forcing
the *T ©f the double bond in the opposite direction.
to In the allyl alcohols?
>T\C1I2~C-* CHg-* CH-fc-CBj
ck3 C dx
Thus the double bond tends to open rather than, to shift to
the ^ ^-positlon# It is Interesting to note that Kenyon '
and.Partridge (84) were, able to.perform the addition .
of bromine to 4.£dlmethyl&llyl alcohol smoothly at
7Q°C, but methyl^-aethyiallyl-carbinol'at !5° reacted
almost violently and with ih® evolution of.much heat«
Dupont and Menut(142) also observed,that it. was hydrogenated
much faster than . K&- trlmethylallyl alcohol* The.addition '
of the ©lements of water (by th© action of formic,acid)
is also In the direction predicted .by,. theory 1
■ CH^CMe-CHo-CHM* M«C(0H).CHo.CHMe
e 2 tf) d \ — > \
; < O.CO.CrHijCOOH G.CO.C^HaCOOH
:  ^ H 6H ^
@  ©
-6a-
Tm. reactions ■ of thyl&IlyI. &er ivstIves appear
.ioxbeibompl ioatbd ^ ■■.a"teMesejd'|?c3 .underg o/prefoun&r ■■ 
■decomposition* ^ Aatiaa ' tr f#rsle; a€M-©B 'the phthalate .- 
'resulted' la' reparation of; phthalic acta, but no ». 
trims thyi&llyl- formate ; wae ’ formed# -fha curious .umrepro&uow** 
IbiXXtj" ■ of its dehydration has ■ already-’" been noted#-;..'
'Sdrne-of t these phenomena are very: probably due to the . 
Impossibility of preparing mil keeping.this alcohol'in ■ ' 
the pum state * a .remark which might be applied to 
^(^•dimethylailyi alcohol as- mil * the impurities present • ^ 
possibly acting e&talytleaXly in .many Instances#■It ■- ■', 
would appear that the electron release is in the present • 
compound bolstered up by the combined *X effects-'-'.of the 
£em^aimsthyl groups$
VC/<&ZCH«CB* . . ■ - ' "
■ **3 ' ' c L
so-that if X \irsufficiently strongly-electronpattractlns 
(*0#C0>C6%vG00H or fO*CO#0gH4fMOa ),.i*e coanound readily 
dissociates into Ke^Os&S*CB&Me and-is^ Asrto the fate 
of the alkenyl portion# the availablft/erldenoe points to the 
occurrence of three possibilities! (i) the loss of a 
proton to give e^pdlmethylhutadiene* (it) loss of a 
proton aftero(jfshift to give, the ^ ^diene# or (ill) 
formation, of.complex products» probably through polymer* 
isatlon* In IJs ready dehydr tlon'it resembles a 'tertiary - 
alcohol# and it is interesting, to note that it is the.
_
Vinylegu®1* of trimethyl o&rbinol*
In conclusion' s table of comparison between the 
S'-mebhyX,*^  and ^~pent©n^£~ola might be of Interest*
fable II,
■nenten^c o^l, ^Meihyl*^ /»penten»/ft»elv ;:
Alcoholi
b,p<
Acetate t
%
u4
b.p«
»3T 4i38V?S0 aa.{ 137) la9P/7-° mm.(121)
55°/20 .sm.{ 137), 43 - 9/ 43°/17 as.(121),
m,.;,52c/ ^  msu : r: u./jVr- ^ 4a0/!5 mm*
MinSt 13?),;V:M345{ 136}# 1*42S?C121)* !,4343.
:/ ,./1*4251* :.9:-V - b :;;
Q« 3448 (137)#"-;0;8455*--:
,,b-46°/14. mm,
n% ;.., ,•■ 1'«42$1 -
Hydrogen fhthalat®1 (dll| '
■ ";':■ ■ ..XJhs table. ■
.. a*p*..,,,;. < 
r-X®nylurethane {dl) I
‘ a,p* : -91°
O0t
51°/15 » • {  121) 
1,420.e(121)
Stable, ;i 
Bus -  8a®
65 (121)
*>64*»
3HCS INTSRACTXQg BgTWSSCT 1X1RITKS AKD ALCOHOLS«
The Interne Hltrite and d l t a n o l »
*. _ f
■: It ' i s : weil: known that. the alkyl' group : of .■ a nitrous
ester. is exchanged''with very. great. e&Se and rapidity ;
for that of an'alcohol in which ■ itd Is dissolved, ■ ,
• In an attempt to obtain' evidence hearing'v'-on this . 
suggestion, -octyl nitrite. was gently heated with 
two molecular proportions of a,s it was
thought possible that the ■ optically;;..active eSter might •. 
combine preferentially' witlt-' the §s* -or- the JUtorm 
of : the alcohol,- in  which ease both: the^ J--butyl: nitrite . 
produced and'the uneomblned butanol ..would be optically- 
active#
: .Although the reaction proceeded smoothly and complete­
ly* both the ■ -butyl nitrite and the recovered
and the suggestion has; been sadef 1%3) that the ready
exchange may • be due to complex formation according
to,the equationi
P'-butimol -ware dev&ld.of.optical activity; the other
■■•.•product of:, the hea@tion#'1^ -oetanol*; was 'Isolated ' "
/in.. a-atato-of -optical purity# : :v,> -;; -
;: The • Interesting hypothesis mentioned-above
remains, therefore,hatill^ unprovenl-'".- vvwv:h’h
The Interactionf between Carboxylle- Esters ■ and Alcohols»
-■zXV;-:a -similar mechanism has' been advanced" for- the
exchange 'between carhoxylie 'esters and "alcohols in .
the: presence of a. trace of sodium, which; reaction
however takes'.'place' isach ,more 'slowly(144) t
,(2** : , v .OH*
R".CV * R‘OJ»a -± R"C-ORf ^  R".C ♦ RiCB*
*0 ; ; - ^  ■-i^ Ka- W  >, *0
Ho Interaction could however.be.observed between
f
JU octyl;. act eat e and dl-p-butanol 'containing a 
little-sodium ^ -tjutyloxldo, - evon. afttr standing 
for. some, weeks#
Stevie Course of-the Reaction between Octvl Bromide
■ffriiM^irtfi|-iTft|ijij-~')inj r >i><i'B'HMi JJUi'i ,n rnmn>m»ii|^rw*Wi * iiaiii|iit«iii.¥.j>i>.i»; rmi>ifrr i»>fcTr«>i‘,«'»>i» r-^t»i'-irfirirn>t>n»ip«i niTumfni-nwwimiii' -nj -i|r-irtm»n—rfTmr yrtirirwT -^r-fr ' ifi1HI«“" •** — If *“' fn1— *“*— *t
and silver. Hi trite# v-/:x  ^^ ^
Arising from these Investigations evidence - 
came-to light-on the stereochemical course of the 
reaction between ^ -octyl bromide and silver nltrite(1?) 
In the present experimentr from ^-ootanol of [ ^ J s ■
-    -  ’ru t-- amir iim — - w w n r m i i «w ini'i«imri»iii»ir.ijiM ir trr  innnr- » tiyani iw’-wfrmir-frr ,-»i«« f r n f - | - w iy i- i t i i  i.iiir-rr,t « 11 r " t ' i.^i«ih.h.-m n»i»t nnwm— Mi
. r . y0R w
^  In modem forrr.ilatlon] R"C I Ka'£>
f  e voR’ J
was ooiained p>~Qctfl nitrite with 
fey a reaction. not disturbing the bonds of the asymmetries 
carbon atom* Correcting to optimally purees ^octancX* • 
& V  1 *8°* th® laU@r T^«* *•«»»*— 5«46°» to
a preparation: of ^ raltrooetane recently carried .,.
out. in"these -lafeoraterits*-' C>)4~oetyl bromide (cenflg«* .
I
urattonally retltod to the (*jalcehoiV of# p# 5).
Of.: was treated with'silver nitrite ^ —
■• in ‘benzene solution to yield ^ nltroeet&n* and
.{p)^ -*octyl. nitrite of Hughest Ingoid
and M&sterm&a(3®) have calculated the rotatory power 
of optically pure ^ 3-octyl bromide to *« ♦33-s°«
which would therefore.give (-)'rooty1 nitrite of 
Rl$V3 the letter has b*an formed
with Walden.inversion and has an optical purity
: A . Ah
of .«JU£ x 100.ss■&$* --This (heterogeneous). reaction .
, ' v; . • ■. •' ;
.evidently.then has the characteristics of type
g„3# Ingold and collaborators (JO have found that “"•"
■ «■-: V ; - ; .. ; ;. ,, , ... ■ •:.., . . ... . V  . . . . . .
^octyl .bromide reacts with sliver nitrate in ' 
alcoholic solution to afford1 (*1q **e©tanei* 75% 
optically pure| U|d*oetyl ethyl ether, 03$# ahd 
(•*>|d*oetyl nitrate of unknown-.opt leal purity#
"*67**
. 'E3CPEPI ”"*'TAT,.
^ — i ■— -t -frmnrniitr- m~mrTtnij[ii|i.»-(i.iiiiiirii;i
Analyse©:marked are by Rrs* "Weller' and Strauss*
O x f o r d * $ are uneorreeted# : '
Retention ef. Asymmetry,. In the Beetaaan Transformatien. 
(Th© 1**configuration is arbitrarily.assigned '■ 
to. (^jfet&yl^n*<butyl&e0tie aeld«) ;
' acid, oi 54/Si ^.*36°
(1* 0*5){145) was oeirrertid to its (^ )bromld#a b.p*
97 - g89/?5 na*. n’9 1,4617. df° 1.1?#. by warming
with 3&08£hGrtt& tribromMe and redistilling the top 
layer* A. snail portion of this.en treatment, with 
concentrated ammonia fielded l^{^Jethflhntjlaeetamid®t 
crystallising In fin© needles from, water* m*pv 93°.
{Rotatory powers in table Iff* g*7/) The dl»"bromide*
" ' ® ' 13prepared similarly* had b.p* §7* f\*$. mm**^n^.1*4612*^
df°"1.1904 (Pound, by hydrolysis? H, 210} Br, 33.3*1,.
OgH^OBr requires M* aoyj Br* 3S#6^}*. ..
To m  .ethereal solution of dimethyl eadmiumf90) #, 
obtained by .treating • methyl magnesium;bromide '{from, ■ 
1.6 g* !%) with anhydrous cadmium bromide {9. g#|*. 
was added.-the (~)ethyIfeufeylacefeyX bromide (9 g*) *
After reflu&lng for 2' hr s.and standing overnight* 
water and a."little" dilute' acid was' added<and the-v 
product'steasrdistilled* ’ By extraction - of ' the - distillate 
was obt&laed JL~(*)JT»her?tvl. .©ethyl' 'ketone : as 'a: eolourleas 
©oblle liquid ' with" a peculiar sickly - smell*- b*p*■'-■ ■
63 -64®/? mat., n^3 1.4228, «|° 0.8318, 5461 -°.^0
{1* 0 5)1 other rotatory powers in Table ;XXI# ■Xield
It did: not 'give good 'fm&Iyt leal figures (FOund* .
0* '7 4 A , n * 7 ! H* • 12*53/ 10*90*->09Ht90-requires <
C f: 76-* Q |; S * ' 12 * 72$)» but this • was traced to ■ the -■ .■ 
formation' of ■a high*boillng product * . b* p>' ■ 101.; - • 1Q4°/Smm« 
during'distillation.
The dl-ketone had.b.p..73°/»5 mm.» !?6 - 1??°/
760 fflis.’, np5 1.4223, d|° 9,8246.
. The corresponding' acid chloride -was'-'found to 
react incompletely with dimethyl cadmium under these v 
conditions*
Beckmann Transformation of I( *) tf-Heptyl Methyl lletoxiat* ■
The JL-ketone (3 *5 E*)' was --refluxed -in' aqueous*,; 
alcoholic salutlen with-hydroxylamine 'hydrochloride* v 
(1*7 §*)* while sodium"acetate'was added-in -portions 
over about f- hr*: On dilution' and■extraction the- 
oily X~ C 4) 4^h:eptyl methy l ketoasfeae. was . obtained*
b,p. -111 -»?3®/t2 1.4502, a|° 0.8340pO5461
mOSf® (i* 0*5) |' its- rotation in ethereal solution
was'L barely detectable (Table III)* It was treated 
with phosphorus pent&chlpride (5 g*l In dry ether, 
and after gently warming to . dissolve all the reagent 
the solvent was distilled off. The liquid residue 
was decomposed by addition of lee * and the washed 
end dried ethereal extract~yielded 1C4)*aeoto-fr£ 
h§2lZlS2Mt# which was purified by. distillation! 
it had b*p* 143> 145°/<S. j®a.* .and solidified to a 
mass of needles.-on 'cooling* m«p# 43 * 44,5®, In 
alcoholic'solution this had-the specific. rotations 
given 'in Table III* ■ (Found*! K* 9*0, C^B|pOH requires
Svnthesls of dl* and .(«^ )♦Acet©**^ hentvle&lde*— uwfiqini ' ^ >j>:i!uw>',iao» i»i>irjrairainM *jw u ir„ imwmMWi. m wiiw«*iiw«»»tow t*a,K,n»»yTOrtWj.iiHini>,iA>
•' • dl*Ethyl»n»but7lacotlo 'acid was converted by
phosphorus trichloride to Its chloride* b*p* 6S°/f3 as. 
(Xlffeneaut146) gives b,p* @5 *  '90/20 mm*) which on 
treatment with *SBO assaonia gave the dl*amlde,/ ery&tallla* 
ingfroxa water In short neediest &»p» 102° (EaperC 14?) . 
gives .10! * toa0)* 21 0* amid# was added to a solution 
of bromine (0 cos*) in caustic soda {25. g# In J50 ecs# 
water)* On warming for i hr* &l-/«»feei?tylagilne had 
separated* which after extraction with ether and ■ - 
drying over caustic potash' had b*p* 140 - 1.42°#
1,4224* d|° 0,7701 {fomd^i W* 12*1* requires K, ,•«
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. Its hydrochloride crystallised from ethyl 
aeflslt .in small needle s# za * p * 169 ■«* ifO®, (Foundrv 
Cl, 23*1 • 'iC^ Hjg&Cl requires I,- 23*5$}* Warning the 
mmlm- with acetyl chloride m& addition of water - 
efforded; dl-g.eet e» j£hewtylamlde» • which wes recryst&lllsed# 
with some difficulty* by dissolving In a;little acttie • 
acid .and ..adding .water* , It. ease out. In needles# ■• sup*,;
5a - . 55®,(?eund?i:n, s . a ^ } , ■
M partly aetivt {*}ethyl»||-teitylscetie aeld, •.
^5833 *®*53° ’(£, 0,a3}» wsa converted by. ets_lar..., 
methods successively into th« . (>)*chlorld«». b»p.. '
86.- ®9°/2f J$3»,;n^ 9 <*4339, df’ 0*9468-(FOand*
M,; 165S Cl, 2t.5f5... Calo, for..C8H150Cll a, 163} CX,
2f*Sf?)$ (♦}amide* ®*P« .100 » tOt®# M % 6 V * Q-?0 
in StOH {not,recryetalllsed)I , C#||wheptylaalne#. _ , 
b«p* 140 «* .142% m$y 1 «4188j and d»dl»(*»)aceto*Y~ ,, ,. t 
heptylaml&e* tup# HO * 145%. .sup* 35. ~ 45°# which, 
had,the specific rotatory power® given In fable IT*
via the Becteis&rn Rearrangement
Tfm dI»feetone yielded an prime a b«TV 11.3-114°/13 ma** 
n j f 1,4525, d|° 0,8822 {Fount#} II, 8.5. , < y ^ 0S ,; , 
requires 1# ®*9$} *; Treatment of. 4 g* ©aim©, in. ether t. 
with 6.g. phosphorus pehiaehleride gave crude M *  
aeeto*/*fcepty ItuBldo * m*p#.42 «*■ 46°*. which after three . 
recrystallisations tei. raised to,.5%* 52^.alone or 
aixed with the product.from (a)#
... .. *?2«* .
T m  same (t}ethyibutyl&.eetlo acid was also., 
eemverted* through. its {+) bromide'{b«p* 1ia.*> ? 13°/ 
a4 mm** ^ rn4599t(V^g| ,O*150 (1# a)*)* to a U)*^ 
heptyl 'totone^bvp*:'?t°/*3mm** n|^ i»4228*^^O*l20(i*0)
the ltd,* f 1?0/!5 ©a##, . I#4522#
S^^ gl*0*05';-Q.* 0*35)*) of which was subjected ms 
before to the Biefeam reaction# giving &♦&!*( »)&eeto<y-..■ 
^heptyl&alde* b*p# 140 15$°/* 7 sa** sup* rJO *40°*
This had': the; specific rotations (in EtGH) given In
fable If* tut Its refctfelon. was-aim""observed in the f
,  ,-0 • o '  ;i
molten (supercooled) condition; It had ^ 5893 ~0#4d*
<* f ^ T 0*53" ~0««2»/tff358:-,*00f £ *  ■
Attempted Resolution, of '4*Bujfeyl Methyl Ketone* I
<gawp^a »wp<i'WWiii^ M»«w».fti«iWiyiMW*ii<Mni* i.m h w » ■  ............   iuiuiwntyaM«>PiM»wi^»Nvi»Sftt>ftgw ii.h w i vTw^ wtwtrt^ ujwMW 'iywiWswMf c w i t *r. inneawiwiwhii ;.
©*Carbo^ |'|^ 0n|‘llijdrasIii0:,|2fdroohXoi%id@? I48J vws#d&. [
best converted to the base by dissolving in concentrated j
alkali and acidifying with acetic mold at ©°* Warming 
of equivalent quantities of the base and €l~7~tyqfcyi . I
■' ' ' , ' ■ I
methyl ketone in 75$ alcohol or 95% acetic acid gave |
the hr6TBsm<Bm crystallising from light petroleum 
(b#p* do » 80°) in dull yellowlsh*whlte narrow plates* 
m#p* 146 - 14?° ..{Found** H* .11#®* 0^S^0gMj requires 
I* 10*0^ )* In methyl-aleeholie solution this readily 
yielded a strychnine salt* ©#p* 172 * 173°* 'and fractional 
crystallisation of the latter gave* after decomposition* ';
d@xtro~.and laevorotatory hydraiones having ■ I
♦3*3° and-4*7° respectively# However* foriher experiments
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.Iteieated.that separation was not always reproducible* 
apparently, depending on the speed of separation,of 
the dlastereolsomerldes rather,than a .'genuine difference 
in solubility*
sation of;E Sodium
* *♦ <***$ *1 #1« ■ ■ •  ' - - "7 ,7 7 - i
: (1 )^ l*Methylethylaoetio m M  was partly resolved
by" means ■ of. bruelne( f 49) ■ and' ester if led. : fha; resulting 
5,(4}etbyl:-metbS'l^ tbylaeetate had b*p*;35®/*6 mm**: 
o( ^ (i3* i,?s ,p < {i* 0.5)1 ni5 i.4002,
d (iljyartiy active ■ {-Jet^flp^Mtjlaoetio acid 
>'was-esterlfled« -^ lEhe resulting .{*) ethyl''eihyl-||*huiyl*-
*
(if &)i !*4!?p#
{ill)4i*Phenylmethylsoetle (hydratroplc) aeld 
ted - partly resolve! by. mem® of. etrychmine{ t.50) and 
esterlfled by methyl alcohol* the. resulting (~)
■ methyl photiylmethylaeetate had b*p# !0f >  1 !0°/a0 aa 
(X^6,-C0.34® (1, 0.5)5 nj,6 1.4597.
*»
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In'each experiment the optlaally active ester.
(4 * 5 §*) mm added to 1 mol* (or less* boo fable I* p* 
31) |s»s^ of an approximately saturated solution 
of the alfcoxlde in the corresponding alcohol*' After v
dilute' hydronhlorle acid’ was added* and the" liberated . 
ester extracted with ether* ■ In all m&m the recovered 
ester was■characterised by its boiling point' and" refrae^ 
live index# ' flie amount of' distilled ester recovered
ms of the order of $0 ** the rest of-the reaction 
product was generally Insufficient for anything'b u t - ; n ■ 
a determination of its b#p## which wasmteh higher"' " 
the ester from which it-was derived* ■
was used#" the procedure adopted was to' add- the ester 
to -©n atomic-proportion of the "powdered* metal'suspended 
in"pure bensese*-
the’ appropriate Interval 'a slight' excess' of cold
In- the on# experiment where m tallle' potassium
0 £
■ . ■. - ( % .-
■■•■■ O ' -  ■ ^  ■
$hw dl;»aXcohol '
of a' 0f^m#thfXallfX'€tol©pM#v{fO §*|. and .
j&et&ldehyde ISO g,} in dry-other' { cos*)-te:a ; ■' 
etirred .euspensiea of magnesium (2#^#)-and ether' j 
CS$0 css*)I the reaction' mixture was then"wwanaed’ ; 
gently for '3 tea*'to complete the ’eluggish'reaetioai'•" 
She' produot.was decomposed'with io# sod mmnlum■ 
chloride#; the ' dried -'ethereal eciutien ' eveporetedt -■ 
and the residue"dietilled*'"The crude hexenol"{about 
SCTg*) was' collected at :4o '*S-Oo/18';0m#* end a'large ■ 
proportion of M^«l^il|jig;rosldm@ir®malii0d« .She’ " 
crude'hexenol# -which Is not economically purified'' ’
%  redletilifttion# ■’ readily yielded Oj^ f i a e .’ ‘;"; 
pentim^'^yl hydrogen phthaiete# m*p* ;§t*5 '*
(FouRdt"'IS# 'ty titration# ^9 *' C&le»" for Sf^igO^#-' " 
24$)i:snl j|^ e§LmethylwA*peaten*yd*yl ^ xemylurethane# 
m#p#"d4-* -6$^ l the malting points of - these c©ap©und» 
were not'depressed when e&ch was mixed with the mrr* 
esponding coapound^prepared hy Dmmn and lanyenC I a I ) 
from ^^irlaethyltriaethyiem "glycol*
Formation'- of, d  fcnimethylto tadle* n tres • ?*!?othyl*4'
fhe alcohol (4 g*} was heated.with, a small crystal
#??<*
©f iodine,' and ih® product# slowly distilled through 
a short e o l w i  the dried distillate (3 ©ee#} wag 
; redistilXea, too. 75 * 7T®» a|7 t.4490. this (0.25 e«) 
.combined readily trite maleto anhydride Ct%© g*} in 
' bensene solution to. yield JiS^dteethyl^A^tetiteydro^ 
lhth&ll©. atshydride. (I *3. &♦) * bulky ©lusters of fine 
needles, imm light petroleum, a # p # ‘56 *  57°$ 'alone 
: m A  when mixed’ with tbs earn© ©ompotmdvprepared from 
,»l^dlmeteylbutadten© obtained by ;direct dehydration 
of oco^ptrimetliyltrimetbylene glycol {Mels'and Aider 
J.125) Site S#P* .56 * 57°)«
Oaonoiyeie . of T»M#t!iylP^*p^rtenr4»ol. to, f *>©l«$*©ne»
;.. Ostonlaed oxyi$©n was ..bubbled through ■ a solution 
of tea 41»felcohol (6 g«) in chlorodorm’for several 
hours* and tee solvent allowed to evaporate at room : 
temperature# Hie residual ally after docomp-
esitiesi with water* yielded pentan^©l~^en© (a#3 g.)# 
ib#p, 64 «* d5°/td ms** this .was characterised a#'Its 
.Jtmstable) phefiylhydraxonei .©#p#,103 <* 103° (ciaiaen(ISI) 
..gives a#p* 10^  * !O30}* "and:also as Its scarlet at 4-* 
ftinltrettieiarilgayagegg. a,9. 15*°. Bath tfassa _d®yivattyes 
,gave, poor analytical figures owing.to decomposition, 
during'., rocrystallts&tlon (from dilute alcohol){Found 
for dinltrophenylbydrasonof 0* %#T# 49 *61 h, 4*40,
4*61# Cf |H|4i5I?4 requires 0, 46*01 B‘t? 4,97)0 but
the the .l&ei^amed was undepressed by the •
corresponding' derivative -from wtoenti© penton*^*©!* 
§~m.@ prepared by Claisen*s method and Mndly «uppli«d 
by Mp* S*y*Beptf B#S©t'
M f e ^  :
The taruolno salt sf the'di,*byaro<-en phttmlle 
ester* after toe recpystalllsatiens from aestong, ■ 
as described by Tmtmn end K@ny©n( f 21) * yielded 
m  decomposition (* thyl*^psnton^toyl hydrosen 
phthal&te* :'.a*-p* and ©toed sup* 42 ** 43°# & t U x  
♦ 10.1° (X, t; £, 4*968*) in ethyl alcohol. Shis 
on hydrolysis ga?® (♦ )f~mthyl~A^-v&nten~?~Ql, h.p. '
4a®/)5 »**# J£6| 45.68° (I, I), 1.4339, af°
0,8435, specific rotatory -powers la table If* The 
acetone mo the r * Xiqu ore were evaporated to dryness* 
and the residua reerystalXlsed three times from methyl- 
alcohol) this proved to be the feruo&n# palt. of {**-)
hydrogen phthalats, m*p*
79 *  82°  £a®eoB9,),fK]i4 gr i8 ,0° {1* 2| n, 5.141) 
in Chloroform solution*' This on deeoraposltton yielded 
the (^)hydrogon phthalio ester, m*p# and mixed ®*p* ' 
42 - 43®, I h t« 17*6® <i» 2| n, 4,889) in ethyl*; 
alcoholic solution*-
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thanks are due to" Mr* B*S#Aires, for the
following determination of'the parachor of a freshly 
distilled specimen of (-)^ ~a@thyi-21^ penten-43*ol*
Table 71;
■■"■ t# ■
°e a4 ;" ; K
1 f*. : ■ ■
dynes/cm.
0,0* O.8585 ;! 0.1 6 27.69
10.5 0.8518 12.0 26.82
21.2 0.842#' 20.1 26.09
28.8 0.8362 30.7 24.88
40.0 ‘ 0,8269 " ' 40,7 24.04
From graphs drawn from these data,
; t ■; 4 r
10.0° " ‘ '0,8523 ' 3i6*93'
7 > 3
.267*3 :
40,0 0,8269 24,13 ■258.0;
(jPl calc.! From Sugden’s constants, 277.2; from Kuafnpd
and Bhllllps* constants, for' CH^ sOMe.CHg.CHCOHjMe,
£73.6; for MeaCsCH.CHJoHJMe#- "" The discrepancy
is in all probability due to association^  152)*
Action of Bromine on,■ (♦)?-Methyl- ^  ~penten-4-ol. ;i
. The (t)carbinol;(a..B,g*:l|45|f5#6i°Cl» t},) 
in Sees# chloroform was treated at . with the theoretical 
quantity of bromine in 59^ w/ir chloroform solution; 
the solvent was allowed .to evaporate# leaving CtBcP- 
dibromo»^ methvlnentan"«>A»ol (XXIV; 6*5 g*) « n|® 1 «59i0# -
V " -81-
«!|93*20,T3o, (1* 0*5)
-■ ■’• (Found (itepaa©w)i B*y ' ^ HigOISr^'ro^uiroa' Br* ^
" ::' On oxidation'with chromic^ 1 acid'in acetic acid
•at S0°t this: fielded dl»#6^iferoao*fiaethylpmitaii*«^ on$''' - 
." COTIs « {Fouhdl.Br* 59 A. CgH^OBr^ '
recfBiret‘ Brf 6 M £ ) * 'It; readily far©; a jaai§£^^
■ I n  t h e  © o l d *  0 t p #  1 1 t ■ 1 t 2 * V  w h i c h  B h e w t d  n o  r o t a t o r y
■ power in. acetic-acid*Both the ditobao-*dleohbl' and. 
kotono voro heairjr oils which decomposed'on attempted--"-
distillation! ’ itiiy m m  examined after removal- o f  -solvent 
" in 'TOOUO* ■'■ - . m-- . - ; : -;:i r :^a.... ;
pfMent#’ .^ mbth'HT -
■;■■-'.The' jal*dihroaoaethFlt?entenone Ctip;: 1 *5®7&) was mis©
" obtained'tjr the m m  method from the 6X*h@mm%*
(xxv) cH,»S:>-,cKaa»*CH„.njCo«)a0 ■ -
- ' ■(OTTI) CHgBp*CSJ«Bp,CHa»CC 3 -
: ■ : (3KVII) : Ms„C(0H}.Ca;,GHC0,Ci,C,H4C00F4Metf* " 2  O “ ■
•■. Act Ion of Formic Acidon dl*5*x sttei*^nenten^/VFl • 
Hvdre^sn FhthaXe.te *
■ ■ la 0# of -the hydrogen phthalio eater was dissolved 
• in anhydrous formic-mold ami chloroform (SO g* each)*' 
After standing 3 vee&s the .solution was washed with 
" water several times to remove formic acid* after which 
on evaporation It yielded dl-SVaetftvlr *tsa«
Jwdroren nhthelata {XCFflJ.&s n very viscous oil which 
was unchanged hy dissolving in dilute Ammonia and
repreeipitatin® W Mid#'but did not crystallite*
I t  was dissolved in'2*5 '©ols* 51 NaOH' and 'stea? distilledj
•the distillate fielded trims ihyl trims thy lone gif eel*
© ti ■
b*p* ;p6 .* f?. /It mi#*. f»43tg* - dl»f3i5^ 4lnitroben0ea!te I,
leaflets. f rom  dilute ■ alcohol# s u p *: 6S0 -, alone or mixed ■
. with a ■ mmclmm prepared from .the ahthefiiie glycol;;
{to*p. t©» - J03e/t8 aa»„ is*6 .1,429?} (Feuna^jC, 46,5l;JP
H* ,4*4*,. C^ qH requires 0* -47*4i. H* 3«$£»): :.
■' Xhiyeen. and .Kenyon* in unpublished -.work*. investigated
the action ©f formic eeid m  the CeJhydro&en phth&llc
■ester <£■05*4,♦>«**•*I ;■ they. obtained the ■ corresponding
■(e)wgu^ tl3flpentan*^ ©l«|3*fl. hydrogen^ ifoth&i&t©’ as -
irregular prisms* sup#. pQ®#- \
♦54,0®, 6 0  435q*9-5.0o in CHC13 {&, S.OOQj J.» 1) (Feund*
by titration! ■ M» .261* C requires 1# 266)* ,
)4 5
Hon«»aetlon of .other Ifscents -.on the .Ify&roflen, Phthalto.
fhe^ean© workers found.no action when:acetic.acid 
.was used-In.place of formic sold# .
; fh© phthalat* was ' recowered unchanged f rom solution 
in. acetic ..acid# ,©r after .heating for; t hr* with ©ethyl 
or ethyl alcohol and evaporating to dryneaa* or-after 
long standing. in these solvents * ;
*§3-
■ IsoBufeflene (from igsbatyj alaOhol and K BQ^ ) 
passed into. Womlne. afforded Jjmbutylene’dlbrocti&e# ■ 
b*P* §f0/*5 trn^f' this'ly' treatment with IC^ f aicohcllo 
,KOH was converted Into lsoerotyl bromide {'OT£?fl)lV 
Iup* 23 * 92°* ‘ Tlia reaction - of this bromide- and .'aeet&ldebyde 
with, ^ etlvat.ed11 nsgneslua in dry ether as deeeribed : ' 
by Krestinski( 13d)'was" found id be estremely’aluggieh 
and ineempletei " from It was obtained a produet# b*p#
50 :4 5^20 ■©©.*•# which'yielded a'very, Isipir# 2*xenyl~ 
urethane# Z^ZZZZZr) f1ttC -OH&r.
.This aldehyde" (b#p* '6a y'64°/80"aa#)- ms'prepared
by the method of Flecher#' Uriel end Mmnb©rg(f53) 
with .©©a® Eodlfieatiene 'euggeeted'ty Fischer and Uwen- 
• berg( 138) # 30 G* aldehyde in 150 ■ cca* dry ether was 
run ©lowly into "methyl magnesium bromide, (from 10 g# - 
Mg) in'about 250 ©be# ethereal .solution at>15 * «*20°C## 
and the product decomposed‘immediately with ice and 
ajamcnium c> 3 or id#* ' She'dried'ethereil extract'yielded 
fl(/^*trl©ethylsllyl alcohol (2S g*) distilling, at 
48 ♦ 52°/Id m * |  only a little, colourless resin remained
bohlnd* ftm alcohol h«*a I*4251 # d|° §*S4^~
■ - a  «» A
{Bacon and Farmer{137) give b#p* 55 /20ma.* %  "
1.4318, a’7,0 0,8448*. KrestitiskK 13".) gaire n|° 1.4343,
. d|y 0.3348)1 P»»«nrtw»thgn». aleroseoplo needles,
a.p. 91®* (F©una*i S, 3.0, ®}<3B2(OaK requires B, 4.Bjl) 
Ihen.. Ima ether was used to dilute the Grignard reactants* 
the., yield was only about 50#*
.. Hesityl oxide (66 g*) was' reduced by Musiniua ,> 
^sonronoxiao (from &#$.$# ML), by ..the procedure .of.
Arcus .and Kenyen(t40)» ...a© product on.distillation .
yielded the following fractions*
" ci) t.p. tao
(11) b,p. 127 » 135®. 8.2 6.
(Ifcl) b.p. 135 « 150, sslnly 133 * 140° .
8,5 g., *4®' *.4370.
(Iv) High boiling, to,p. 80 * 82®/17 03. 
Fractions (it) end till) both yielded jj^ xenylurethanes 
m*p* 90 » pt°# undepressed by authentic o( )T* tr imethy lallyl 
•^xenylurethane. from (b) above but strongly, depressed 
*7,S2Hl2i Isetefegl ggtoital Ca.p.940).
Fraction (iii appeared to contain much mosityl oxidt*
.Fraction (i). failed to yield a urethane*
i*i4 0# ef. combined fractions (11) e Ciii) was 
waraod with 5 g, phthallc • anhydride for ! hr* and 
stood overnighti afbtr. trituration with dilute HOI
the chXoroforisNrSOlubXe portion of the' .solid, product ., 
me ©xtraeted'with dilute amrnmim -m acidifying*'^  
any-ester present ■ was pe*ext.reeied-wlth chloroform# ", 
leaving phthslli; &©M behind* fhis extract 'an evaporation 
left ©#44 g#' ©f a solid product :ishleh was only psrtly. 
soluble' In boiling.potroloum ether '{h*p#- '6© ** :I0°)| ' 
the latter solution on'partial evaporation mii Lcoollng 
deposited 0* l.l;iii of jQ^ fimetfavl^^ hydrogen •,
phthslais# which after further •feerystallisatioii-.had 
a#p*.. 79#*Emlxtd:ii*p* ft VBl0* ■ The weight of;ester . . 
corresponds to g* of, ^ methyl* 4^penten«^el| •
■§© that tec original. reduction, ,pr*vact contained at '
0*DiS9 ■ "■■..' " " ‘
la&at.. % ■ |0Q-«--y*g5f of this alcohol {Dupont and
\ , 2*^ 4- \
?Mer*ut( 142) state,:the. proportion to he SO;!)* : ■■■■■.■ ,
■ Attempted 'reduction of sealiyl. oxide , exime by : 
mesas- of sodium in alcohol or sodium feydrosul^ iit# \ 
failed to yield-any. product identifiable' as ^ methyl* ' 
A^penten^ylanine# •■■
■ , .Hg&ffil. & » *& & &  mentioned
above was prepared from the dl^oarMneli • it formed
** "' ‘ "#( a W W w
colourless needles# sup* t40 {Founds*5*8* € 
requires I# 4*7$)f . It May be mentioned'here.that 
methyl laofriitrl carbinyl hydro~e* phthaletef !54) tas 
been obtained. crystalline for. the first time*. after
y e e r y s t & l l i s a t l o n  -frosa l i g h t  petroleum' (b*p# 4 0  ** 60°) 
II f o r m e d  'colourless pi ates*'a#p* 41 **■ 4&#5°*
.Catalytic a e h y d r a t l o n ■o f  ;
■ Specimens of ^£trimethyX&llyl alcohol (a) from
m e s l t y X ’-oxide* f r e s h l y  prepared* Cb) d i t t o * -13'months.
*, / 1 old* e n d  lej f r o m ^ - m e b h y l e r O i e m & X d e h y & e *  6  mo n t h s  : :'
old* w e r e  d i s t i l l e d  w i t h  i o d i ne '(p ro ced ur e :m  p# T T  *
76)* ■ A l l  g a v e  X ' ^ d i m e t h y i b u t & d i e n e *  b*p* 76*5 -V 77*5®*
‘ 17..
- 1#44301 ■ the ©aleic anhydride addition product' L 
fp«?$) '«$$ formed In'$ood. yield*: was completely soluble 
in light petroleum (b*p*'6©**-SQe) and had m*p« end 
aimed e*p*'5?°* The'-'same result was.- obtained using v 
specimen (a)-'and'aniline hydrobremide.as- catalyst# :-;-;
Lro&en rhthsls
- The hydrogen phthallc estor:could not b e -prepared' 
by the action of phthallc anhydride in pyridine m  
the alcohol | ■ such' treatment yielded only pb trial HO add
t
m  working up* ■ Potassium (a g,) was -^powdered* under 
bensene (S5 cos#} and a alight excess of o dftrinethy X* 
ally!-alcohol added dropwise- with cooling* followed by 
phthalle anhydride'(7*4 g#J* The alfeallne aqueous -'
extract was acidified and extracted with chloreforsf 
the dried extract-was "allowed to evaporate* and on. 
removing the last' traces of solvent i n vs ciio* 
trlmetferlalivl hydro/yen rhthalate was left as a viscous
*17**
oil*" Separation ’of phthalto- scid' oeettrred. on warming:. 
or after about % mmk*b.standing "{less-with impure ;
specimens}*‘ ■' A small quantity Win 'allowed to stand '
'to'bensene solution at temperature for some weeks}
o#-'fhthalic acid* m*p* ff-S « \93' vdecea-#).ms filtered •■ 
offt and -the filtrate distilled* a dart guamy residue 
was 'left*- She benaeno. distillate contained nothing ■ 
which would react with ogLel* anhydride* - A solution 
- ©f. the' phthalate In formie aeld'and chloroform aeon , . 
threw down phtlmlie acid*y The solution yielded a - 
high*bblling tarry material-only*
"■' The phthalate formed a strychnine salt to acetone 
solution} after rscryst&Xllsatlon this had ®*p* about'- 
190 (deeoap*) end on decomposition liberated an oily 
(♦Jhydrogea phthalate which had'^}^^ *16°. fdHOl^ i 
£t 0*33| t}# By deeompostog the mother^liquora
a laevorotatoyy hydrogen phth&X&te ..was obtained} the 
rotation of this had fallen ter half its initial value 
after 15 days*
■.Attempt a to prepare the ,g#nltrob©nxoate us tog 
5«*nitrobena©yl chloride - with or without pyridine were 
unsueessful# ■ .
K/^Trtoethyiallyl Acetate*
This ester was obtained by heating the alcohol 
11*0 g#) with acetic anhydride(1*0 g#) on the stem-
bath for g hours. It had h.p, h69/\k rea., n^  1,4291, 
a|° 0.8794 (0f. Kjwsfclns&i{ 135) who gives b.p. 140 -
asm*}*' • ;
- ! ^ -ife-thyl-^pentcn-^ol (dimethyl propenyl esrbisiol)
'prepared bp the action of ethyl croton&te on a'mole*
0 '
of methyl .magnesium bromide* had b#p* 108 > IIS /760 
mm* ; (deeomp*),' 35*5°/15 ma* (Kohler(155) 'gives"tup#
I!a°/760 am*) * lie hydrogen th.tb.alic ester* prepared 
' by - the method Used for olJfcftrims thy lallyl hydrogen 
phtfcalate, partially solidified} it was' re crystal Used 
from a very li tile'carbon’dlsulphide hat was s t ill 
■ Impure};m*p* 40 V  43°.' ■: It lost phthalic aold slowly* • 
10 other derivative eeuld. he obtained* as the alcohol' 
dehydrate! with very great ease*
Interaction of, 4«»0ctyl .Hitrite and ^  -Butanol*. 
I*A*0otyl HItrite# '
nitrite was prepared.fc? passing nitrosyl 
chloride Into a well*eooled solutionmof lj3*octanol 
In four time! its. weigh,!''of pyridine £ 15^ )* Bsxt day 
the reaction mixture was ah&km with water, and the. 
ester extracted with ether, washed with ■ dilute acid,
.
dried,, and distilled C y ieMt BQfi)*. It was a pale
yellow, mobile liquid of pleasanV odour*' b»p* 63 w 65°/
10,5 : ' 'ifO - ' : :  : *
!5 mm,, - U4203, , « £ (i,
0,S5)» whence 0 Jj*g| ~ •5«g8°-{Bhrlner end (J.H.)
Xoungf I?) * who obtained this compound. as a ■ byproduct 
from the interaetion. of bromide and silver’: ;
nifcrite, . gl?s b*° !.Aa'»S, °*s57»^3^5 -6,85°
tn.oleeholie. saltation).*.: . .
Interaction with ■dl^ 4*Biitanol, ,
, When. a: mixture of..^^roetjl nitrite Cf«f 6*)
and dl-^ -biitanoX (7,4 g*| a mels*) was slowly distilled 
through a short fractionating eeiuian# dl«yft*feutanQl*
'b*p# 70. • 75°* readily earns overt followed by unchanged 
&l~^ »butauoI> b*p* 93 *► tOf50* The residual ^ ♦©etthelt 
h.p*. S3 -* $3°/ go m#* was of unchanged rotatory power* • 
The' experiment was, repeated, the mixture of octyl 
nitrite and butanol being kept at room temperature 
for three days .before distillation* 'the result* 
however, was -, the same#
Experiments .with A '
A mixture of ^ octyl acetate (b#p#. 88 * 8p0/lt0 mm*, 
8#$ g*) and^*butanol (?»4 *#)’ containing sodium C . 
(0,01 g*| was heated for 1&.fcrs* on the steaaVbath#
After washing the mixture was fractionated, but only
-po*
the original constituents were recovered* Ko^3~ocbyX 
hydrogen'phbhal&be'eould be isolated'by. treatment 
of . tire ' higher boiling fractions with phthalic anhydride• 
Ha interaction was observed in a-'similar mixture left 
fbr" # wee&s ■ at *5°C** nor; .between butyl . acetate 
and A^octanol* ; ;
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APPENDIX«
Added November 1 £40,
Retention of Configuration in Intramolecular Changes*
(pp. 25, 34.)-
The observed retention of configuration in the 
toluenesulphonate rearrangement(48) is considered by 
Hammett(157) to be a good proof that the reaction is 
intramolecular*
A further proof of the retention of configuration 
in the Hoffmann reaction'(p. 33* has bean adduced by 
Archer(158) from work carried out by Noyes and co-workers
(159):
■ Me ■ Ale .■ :■ 
CH0—-cf 
“ I COOH
CMe.
CH. Ih.COOH
CHp—  Cv
| CONHo
CMe0 " — ---- £
I - Hoffmann 
CH0— CH,COOH
le 
CHo— C^
f NH,
CMe,
i ‘
cis-C amphor i c 
acid
(XXXVIII)
C H — CH.COOH 2 ,
Aminodihydro- 
campholytic a.cid*
( jo a ix )  ;
&-Camphoramidic 
acid
CH0— CMe— NH
2 1
CMe0
I -
CH2— CH— -CO
(XL) :
As the product (XXXIX) is easily convertible to a 
lactam (XL) (which is in turn readily hydrolystble 
back to (XXXIX) ) it must have the cis-configuration.
But the acid (XXXVIII) is known to be cis also, therefore
-1 0 2 -
no inversion of configuration has occurred* See also 
Bartlett and ,Knox(160)*
Mechanisms for Clalsen’s Condensation* (p. 35).
It should be noted that the scheme (2) was later 
modified by its author(161), the postulated intermediate 
(R,CH^.CO,CHR*C(ONa) (OEt)^) being abandoned in favour 
of a molecular compound (R.CH .COfOEt^ Hj CH:C(OEt)(ONa) ) 
which eliminated alcohol as indicated. This scheme is not 
however now regarded as tenable in any form.
A review of the &lder mechanisms was given by.
Ron(l62), who proposed a mechanism similar to Hauser's
(102).
Catalytic Dehydration of Unsaturated Alcohols, (p. 5 8 )
In view of the abnormal dehydration product obtained 
from y^trimethyliillyl alcohol, it appears that the 
nature of the catp.lytieodehydration product is hot a 
safe guide to the structure of the latter.
It seems preferable to explain the formation of 
the abnormal product as due to an shift in the 
alcohol(137) rather than to ”1:4 dehydration” as postulated 
by Dupont and Menut(l42).
(-)Ethyl-n~butylacetic acid, (pp. 75, 68).
In the published pa,per(108) the method of resolving 
ethyl-n-butylacetic acid(145) was inadvertently referred 
to as "unpublished”.
Addition of Bromine to r~Methyl-Zl -penten-yf-ol. (p. 82),
The d i bromo- me thy1pentan -A-one semicarbazone
>104-
crystallised from dilute alcohol in rectangular plates, 
rn.p. 111 - 112°, or from CHCl^-petroleum ether in tiny- 
flat needles, m.p. 113° (decomp.) (Pound: Br, 51*5* 
CyHi^ ON-sjBrg requires Br, 50*7/0*'
References to the Above.
(157) Hammett, "Physical Organic Chemistry", He?/ York
1940, 327*
(158) Archer, J.A.C.S. 1940,'6 2 , 1872.
(159) Noyes, Amer. Chem. J. 1894, Jjo, 500; Noyes and
NidkelJ,J.A.C.S. 1914, 2g, 11§5 Noyes and Potter, 
ib. 1912, 24, 1067; 1915, 31, 189- 
(560) Bartlett and Knox, ib. 1939? 6i» 31-84,
(161) Scheibler and Ma.rhenkel, Ann. 1927, 458, 1.
(162) Kon, Ann. Rep. 1934, 21s 200.
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